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Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Jnited Press International

In Our SDIIt Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 17, 1968

Seen&Heard Three Hazel Scouts Advance
To Eagle At Court Of Honor
Around
Murray

III
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The Scholastic Research Center
has come up with a poll among
junior and senior high school
students which shows that nearly seven out of ten teenagers
believe that lack of love and
respect in marriage is the most
justifiable reason for divorce.

4-hi, question asked

was "Under
Ivhich conditions, if any, is a
married couple justified in obtaining • divorce?"
66.4 per cent replied "if they
do not love and respect each
other". 57.8 per cent saki "if
other men or women are involved (adultry)". 47.8 per cent
said "if there is no other solution". 39.8 per cent said "if
husband does not support a
wife".
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Richard Gee, Kevin Cooper,
and David Waters were advanced to the rant of Eagle Scouts
at the first Court of Honor
held by Boy Scout Troop 73
of Hazel in the Hazel Elementary School gymnasium last
week.
These Eagles have spent
many years in Scouting prior
to transferring to Troop 73
They are to be commended an
joining the new troop and sc-

December 19th Is
Closing Date For
Entering Program

M/Sat. William 411. &Moen

M. Sgt. Burkeen
Serving In Vietnam

Mrs. Simpson

Passes Away

Mr., Mrs. Hutson
Observing 74th
Anniversary Today

Thomas Broach Is
Now 1:-4 Thail-Ad
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Send Christmas
Card To Service
Man From Calloway

Herbert L. Carter
Director Of Award
Winning ECU Band
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Randy James Enters
The U. S. Navy

Calloway Beta Club
Members, Sponsors
Attend Convention

Allen Cunningham
Ends Tech Course

III

Douglas Shoemaker, Calloway
County Court Clerk, was elected president of the Parent-Teacher Association of the Barkley State Boys Camp, Gilbertsyule, at an organizational meeting held last week.
Thirty-six boys are at the
boys camp and interested persons are endeavoring to supplement the teaching materials for
the school work of the boys.
The camp is *flowed to have a
maximum number of only forty.
These boys range in grades
two and up which makes a teaching problem. Equipment for
films as teaching aids has been
donated, but the PTA will endeavor to raise funds to buy
the films for the school. Other
materials are also needed by the
camp.
Other officers of the Foster
PTA and Rev. Robert Dotson,
Jr., pastor of the Brewers Unit
Methodist Church, vice-president; Miss Dianne Lovan, junior at Murray State, secretary;
Mrs. Billie Hendrickson, Benton Route Four, treasurer.
Shoemaker named Bill Murphy, executive director of the
Greater Paducah Chamber )f
Commerce, as chairman of an
organization committee to draw
up the by-laws, rules, and re
gulations for the PTA. Others
named were Rev. Dossie F.
Wheatley, minister of Lynn
Grove-Goshen, United Methodist
Churches, and Rev. Dotson.
Rev. Coy Garrett, minister of
the Mason's Chapel and Hazel
United Methodist Churches, is
the principal of the Boys Camp.
He said the boys range in ages
of 13 to 16 at the camp. Two
teachers and one secretary are
provided by the Marshall County Board of Education for the
Khoo)
Shoemaker said that Doug
Coakley, Child Welfare Work
Supervisor, said that one of the
camp's needs is parental guidance and companionship, especially on Saturday and Sunday.
If any individuals, groups, clubs,
or churches would like to take
some of the boys out for meals
or drives, they are asked to
contact him for the names of
the boys.
Officials explained the camp's
study and work program and
said that the average time a
boy spends in this camp is between three to four months.
The next meeting of the Foster PTA is scheduled for Tuesday, January 21, at seven p.m.
at the Broadway United Methodist Church, Paducah.
Shoemaker represented the
Mason's Chapel Church an d
Mrs. Koski' Jones represented
the Hazel Church. Other cherches and organizations were represented at the meeting.

Murray residents are reminded that they should register in
the Christmas lighting program
Master Sergeant William G.
by December 19 in order to
Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
have their projects considered
Leon Burkeen of Dexter Route
by the judges.
One, left December 6 for a
TheGarden Department o f
tour of duty with the U.S. Army
the Murray Woman's Club is
in Vietnam.
Burkeen will complete his
Another question was "for sponsoring four different cater
Christmas
twenty years of service with
which reasons, if any, should gories in the outdoor
awards
the Army after his tour of duty
a couple not in love get mar- lighting plan. Ribbon
window defor
be
given
will
in the Vietnam area.
ried."
corations, inside or out, but
The county soldier was stationed at San Antonio, Texas,
To this 50.3 per cent respond- viewed from the outside.
The doorway division will
prior to going to the Asian
ed "under no circumstances".
country. His wife and step44.8 per cent said if "a child is emphasize the area around the
decorations will
daughter are residing in San
-expected". 11.5 per cent an- door. Over-all
the
Antonio while he is overseas.
swered "for social and finan- be considered in judging
M/Sgt. Burkeen has been
cial advantage". 9.2 per cent front view of the house. A specstationed at various places dursaid for "physical attraction". ial tree or group of shrubs will
take in the lawn category.
ing his tenure of service in(Coettinued on Page Six)
Lights should be buring from
cluding two tours of duty in
six to nine p.m. each evening
London, England.
from December 10 through December X. Non-Garden Department judges will make the selections during this period.
To register in this community project call Mrs. Fred
Gingles, Mrs. Vandal Wrather,
Mrs. John B. (Eva) Simpson
Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. HutMrs Leonard Vaughn, or Mrs. of 1002 Terrace Drive, Murray,
son, patients at the ConvalesL J. Hortin
was claimed by death Monday cent Division of the Murrayat 3:15 p.m. at the Hopkins Calloway County Hospital, are
County Hospital, Madisonville.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
today, December 17, celebrating
The deceased was ailiaajor
James Dale Miller on U. IL
74th wedding anniversary.
their
st
of the first United
Highway 641, south of Marry,
Members of the family said
Church of Murray.
Memorial Gardens, was entered
that both Mr. and Mrs. Hutson
U.S. MR FORCES. Thailand
Survivorsare her husband,
Sunday night between 6.30 and
are abel to be up each day and
,seven p.m., according to De- -- Airman First Class Thomas John B. Simpson of Murray; enjoy visits from their friends
C. Broach, grandson of Mr. and her mother-in-law, Mrs. Blanwputy Sheriff Canna Morgan.
and relatives.
Stolen from the home were Mrs. Choate B. Adams of R.F.D. che Simpson of Madisonville;
Mrs. Hutson celebrated her
two 20 gauge shotguns, one 4, Murray, Ky., has arrived for two brothers, B. A. Robertson
80th birthday on November 9
of Sacramento. Calif.. and C.
101PR camera, one pork should- duty at Korai Royal Thai
and Mr. Hutson his 92nd on
B. Robertson of Belvidere,
er taken from the refrigerator, Thailand.
August 26.
Airman Broach, a weapons Calif.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
two men's sweaters, one transMr. and Mrs. Hutson were
istor PhiIco radio, one %love mechenic, is a member of the Margaret Dollars of Madisonmarried in Marshall County DeMay
William
H.
Mrs.
and
watch, and one suede jacket, Pacific Air Fomss. He previous- ville
cember 17, 1894. They lived in
ly served with the 40th Tacti- of Frankfort; uncle and aunt,
size 12.
Henry County Tenn., for sevMorgan said entrance w a s cal Fighter Squadron at Eat Mr and Mrs Robert St. John eral years, and later moved to
of Van Nuys, Calif.
gained through the door off the AFB, Fla.
Funeral services will be held the Providence community in
carport. The deputy sheriff said
at three p.m. at Calloway County.
Wednesday
he was called by the Millers afThe Hutson, have been at
the Max H. Churchapel
of
the
ter they returned from church
chill Funeral Home with Dr. the Convalescent Division for
services Sunday night.
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., officiat- the past three years. No specThe deputy sheriff said drawial celebration is planned for
ing.
ers and doors inside the house
Interment will be in the today.
were left open. One of the 30
Their living children are
Family Crypt at the Murray
F. U. .4e K. Cohoon
gauge shotguns was to be a
Mrs. W. 0. (Medic) Vaughn and
arrangewith
the
Mausoleum
0642670
Christmas present for Millers'
ments by the Max H. Churchill Conrad Hutson of Murray( DaH. H. B. 6th Da.
son. Ricky.
Funeral Home where friends vid and Rudy Hutson of Henry
33rd Arty.
The Miller home is of red
County, Tenn.
may call.
APO San Francisco,
04 brick construction and has
Mr. and Mrs. Hutson have
California 96405
been built only a few years.
19 grandchildren, 25 great
Miller is employed at the
grandchildren, and four great
Capt. George Oakley
Murray Division of the Tappan
great grandchildren.
Bridge
Manor
Brock
Company and Mrs. Miller is a
The Ledger & Times and the
3573 Fort Meade, Md
Red Cross volunteer worker at
many friends and relatives of
Apartment 1011
the Murray-Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. Hutson wish them
Laurel, Md. 30610
Hospital Ricky is a student at
much happiness on their 74th
Almo Elementary School. They
The Symphonic Band of East wedding anniversary.
SSG Charles 7' Boren,
have another son, Michael, who
Carolina University, directed by
Randy James, son of Mr. and
RA 148351111
is married.
Herbert L. Carter, has been
Mrs Ralph James of Hazel
H. H. D. Co.
selected to perform in Felyru•
Park, Mich,, and grandson of
25th Aim. Be.
ary for the national conference
Mr. and Mrs Euphrey Cohoon
APO San Francisco,
of the College Band Directors
of Murray Route Six, will leave
California NOW
Association.
National
December 27 for service in the
Carter is married to the forUnited State Navy.
mer Louise Putnam, daughter
James visited his grandparDENVER — Airman Allen T.
Thirty-two members and two ents here for three days last
of Prof. and Mrs. L. R. Putnam
Cunningham, son of Mr. and
of Murray. Carter is the son of sponsors of the Calloway Coun- week.
Mrs Alfred C. Cunningham of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Herbert ty High School Beta Club were
The young man was graduatMurray,
1105 Sycamore Street,
among the two thousand pet ed from high school in Hazel
L. Carter of Mayfield.
Ky., has been graduated from a
The 75 piece band, directed sons attending the annual Ken Park and was employed at a
U.S. Air Force technical school
The Christmas Music Pro- by Carter, is among six bands tucky State Beta Club Convent China Shop at the time of his
*et Lowry AFB, Colo.
gram, directed by Thomas Wilk- from campuses across the nat- ion held in Louisville this volunteering for the service.
He was trained as a supply ins, was presented at the Me- ion to ploy for the annual four. month.
Mr. and Mrs. Cohoon visited
has
and
specialist
inventory
morial Baptist Church on Sun- dayprogram at the University
The Beta Club is a non-secret, the James family in Hazel Park,
been assigned to a unit of the day at 6:30 p.m.
in
Knoxville.
Tennessee
of
leadership-achievemen - service Mich., over the Thanksgiving
Tactical Air Command at Fort
Featured in the program were
Carter said the ECU band has
organization for high school holidays.
Campbell, Ky.
the church and junior choirs, accepted the invitation and will
The airman, a graduate of the women's ensemble, and the play for the CBDNA session on students, and its purpose is the
promotion of honesty, service,
Murray High School, attended quartet.
the night of February 14,
and leadership, according to An
Murray State University.
The Junior Cheir sang "GenThe director said his band
its Pendergrass, Calloway club
tle Mary" and "Away in A Man- will play two works written
reporter.
ger", and the women's ensem- especially for it by two ECU
were
attending
Members
Benny Wright of Shady Oaks
ble sang "Sing Hosanna." The composers-in-reeidence:
"AlaRuth Ann Barrow, Brenda Ben- Trailer Park was admitted to
quartet's selection was "There's rums" by former ECU composnett, Jackie Budzko, Danny the Murray-Calloway County
A Song In the Air".
er Dr. Merlin Mailman a n d Chapman, Max Cleaver, Kevin Hospital last night at 8:45, acUsitAbil Primo Iii4orsibt Soul
Scripture reeding was from "Elegy for Band" by Mailman's
Cooper, Katie Counts, Mary cording to officials at the hosLuke 2:1-12. Selections by the successor, Dr. Gregory Kosteck.
Duncan, Rita Farris, Dwayne pital.
by United Press Internatlessal
were
"All
choir
Creatures
of
Fulkerson, Wanda Garrett, DeWright was x•rayed and adPartly cloudy to cloudy to.
Our God and King", "0 Little
bra Hall, Patsy Hopkins. Ricki mitted for observation He is
day, high mostly in the 40s. Town of Bethlehem",
"ShephHopkins, Vicki Hopkins, Mark listed in satisfactory condition
Increasing cloudiness tonight
erds Awake", "Angels, We Have
James. Jeannie Jarrett, Glenda this morning.
with chance of rain beginning Heard on High", "Sing
Out
All
Kline. Teresa
Kelly, Mike
Reports are that Wright was
from west tonight. Low tonight
Ye People", "Rejoice and Be
y20s northeast to 30s west.
The New Concord Parents and Knight, Kathy Lovett, Debbie injured in a car accident. He
Merry", and "Christ Is Born".
Teachers Club will meet Thurs. Mathis, Debra Mitchell, Aileen is 21 years of age.
Pendergrass,
Anita
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 154.2,
day, December 10. at seven p. m. Palmer,
NOW YOU KNOW
Betsy Riley. Rita Robinson. Kaat the school.
up 0.2; below dam 302.9, up
Fan PUPPIIIII
Students of the school will thy Stubblefield. Melissa Treas,
2.0.
present the Christmas program. Phyllis Turner, Sharon UnderBarkley Lake 7 a m 354.3,
Puppies, weaned and about
up 0.2; below dam 303.2, down by United Press International and Santa Claus will make an wood, and Carolyn Venable.
seven weeks old, are free to
were
attending
at
the
The
sponsors
appearance
meeting
of
flags
Georgia
0.2.
The state
and
someone for pets. There are
All parents, teachers, and Mrs. Myrtle Jones and Mrs Bet- three males and one female
Sunrise 7:04; sunset 4 42.
Mississippi contain miniature
ty
Riley
am.
are
children
urged
to
attend
Moon rose 4 49
confederate flags.
For information call 753-2540.

Theft Occurs
.Sunday At
Miller Home

•

cepting the responsibility of asdieting the new Scouts in achieving the goals of Scouting,
an official mid.
The goals of Scouting are
character development, citizenship training, mental and phy.
sical fitness.
J. Field Montgomery, Jr., administrator of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, presented the charge to the new
Eagles. Mr. Allyn, Four-Rivers
Council Chief Scout Executive,
presented a letter of commendation to each Eagle from the
National Scout office.
Loyd Allen McClure was
raised to the rank of Star Scout
by Scoutmaster, Mai Robert
Waters (Ret).
Eagle Scout Steve Simmons,
Jr. Assistant Scoutmaster, presented the new Tenderfoot applicants to the Scoutmaster and
vouched for each.
Eagle Scout Robert Waters,
Jr., senior patrol leader, broke
the ranks of Scouting and accepted the Tenderfoot Scouts
into the troop and ranks of
Scouting.
The new Scouts are Tim Er
win, Bucky Erwin, Wayne Holeapple, Kenneth White, Mike
Paschall, Berry Braboy, Gregg
Byers, Nicky Wilkerson, and
Jeff Waters.
Earl Douglas, chairman of the
(Continued en Page Six)

Shoemaker Is
Named Foster
PTA Head

Christmas Program
Presented Sunday
At Memorial Church

Benny Wright Is
Hospital Patient

WEATHER REPORT

New Concord Club
Meets Thursday

III
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Action Taken Which May Lead
To Agreement On Financing Of
The Proposed Hospital Addition
Full Color Ad Is
Run Today For
Ward And Elkins

Mayor, Judge, Attorneys

To Draft Joint Proposal

A full color advertisement is
A two hour meeting was held
published today on the back
last night of the Murray Hospage for Ward and Elkins, lopital Commission and several
cal RCA-Frigiciaire dealer.
members of the Calloway Fiscal
This full color advertisement
Court, the County Judge and
involves the use of yellow, red,
the County Attorney.
blue and black ink and is the
first full color ad ever run in
The purpose of the meeting
Murray.
was to arrive at an area of
The daily Ledger and Times, agreement concerning the prowhich changed to offset print- posed new addition to the hosing about six months ago, of- pital.
fers color to its advertisers as
Full discussions were held by
one of its many new services.
In printing an advertisement members of the commission and
of this nature, a color plate for those members of the Fiscal
each of the colors is required Court present and when the
As the web runs through the meeting was concluded an appress it picks up an additional parent agreement was reached.
color, until the full, rich and It seemed that the lines of communication between the Comcolorful ad is complete.
With a paid circulation of mission, the Court and the City
over 4200, the Ledger and Times Council had not been too open
is now able to offer its adver- and that misunderstandings had
tisers the utmost in circulation, arisen over the stand of each
group.
service, and color.
The Ledger and Times conSome members of the Comgratulates Ward and Elkins on mission indicated they underpublishing this history-making stood that the Fiscal Court obfull color advertisement.
jected to the plans of the new
addition because the addition
did not contain enough beds
for the money involved. Both
Commission members and City
Council members present agreed that the plans did not exTwo recent postal changes
actly suit them either, but Coin.
will effect this year's Christmas
Mailing. First, mailers can now mission Chairman Jim Garrisend 30 pound parcels between son explained to the group that
first class offices which are 150 the new addition is the first
phase in a three phase program
miles or more apart. The preHe told the three groups that
vious limit was 25 pounds.
the idea was to construct two
Second there is no longer any
floors of the addition with the
price difference between first/1,500,000 bond and Hill Burclass and third class mail, exton money, but that the foundscept with regard to weight. The
penny difference has been eliminated.
First class mall is 6 cents
per ounce, while third class
mail is 6 cents for the that two
ounces.
The Worthy Grand Matron of
"Since most Christmas cards the Order of the Eastern Star
weigh under an ounce, it will in Kentucky, Mrs. Fanola Deusually cost 6 cents whether Spain of Greensburg, will inyou send a Christmas card first- spect Temple Hill Chapter No
class or third class unsealed," 551 on Thursday, December 19,
Postmaster Nanny said.
at 7:30 pm.
"So, unless you're sending
Officers of the Temple Hill
unusually heavy cards, it will Chapter said the inspection will
be advantageous to send this be held at the regular meeting
year's Christmas cards first of the chapter. All members are
class and receive the fowarding urged to attend.
and return privileges."
Mrs. DeSpain is an active
rural route patrons are member of the Cumberland
reminded that during the month Presbyterian Church in Greensof December all letters mailed burg, and is now serving on
on rural routes must be stamp- the faculty of Greensburg High
ed. Rural carriers will not pick School.
up unstamped letters.
The Deputy Grand Matron of
Postmaster Nanny estimates District 22, Mrs. Dixie Alder
that Murray Post Office em- dice of Lynnville, is acting as
ployees will process over three- activities co-ordinator for the
quarters of a million pieces of visit of the worthy grand matmail during the holiday season. ron in the district.
Time and tax money can be Mrs. DeSpain will also insaved if Murray residents con- spect Hardin Chapter 277 on
tinue to use ZIP code in mail- Wedneeday, December 18.
ing and return addresses, he The grand officer conducted
said.
the Order of Eastern Star
School for District 22 at Mayfield on Saturday, and the Fulton City chapter was inspected
on Sunday.

Changes In Effect
For Christrnas Mail

Temple Hill OES To
Hold Inspection

Nature's Club To
Meet On Wednesday

The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Community Center on Ellis Drive on
Wednesday, December le, at
10:30 am.
Films will be shown by Mrs
Emma Knight. These will be
her films and also some of Mrs.
Obera Brown. Gifts, not to ex
ceed $1.50, will be exchanged.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Ruth
Eversmeyer, Mrs. Lola Fisk, and
Mrs. Nova Douglass.

Searfos And
Bramley In
Draft Call
David J. Searfos and Charles
E. Bramley are the two men
from Calloway County in the
December draft call from the
county, according to Mrs. Gussic Adams, executive secretary
of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
Searles is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. G. R. Searfos, 1009 Sharpe
Street. He attended Murray
High School and was employed
at the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company at the time
of his induction.
Bromley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James L. Brantley, 509 North
2nd Street, is a graduate a t
Murray High School and attended Murray State University. At
the time of his induction,
Bramley will employed at the
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company.
Twenty persons were sent for
physical examinations on t h e
same day on December 11.
The January 14th draft call
from Calloway County will be
four for induction and eight for
physical examinations, according to Mrs. Adonis.

Murray High
Wins Honors
At Workshop

Murray High School won the
top honor, the Sweepstakes
Trophy, at the Oratory and hiterpretaUon Workshop held at
Murray State University on See
urday.
With a total of ten contestant entries in various events,
the students from Murray High
accumulated the largest number of points of any school.
Those participating and receiving superior were Deborah
Mabry, dramatic interpretation;
Ditties. Stuart, dramatic interpretation; Jayda Stuart, humorous interpretation; Mary Matarazzo, storytelling; Molly Stubblefield, dramatic interpretation.
Students receiving a rating
of excellent included: Ernie
Williams,
extemporaneous;
Wanda McNabb, poetry. Other
students
participating
were
Wade Outland. Linda Showman,
and Denny Nall. The students
are coached by Ronald Be,shear,
The Wells Electric Shop at speech teacher at Murray High
402 North 12th Street ivas entered sometime last night and
money was stolen from the cash
register, according to the report
to Murray Police Department.
Linda Garland of Murray was
Glyco Wells told the Ledger
& Times this morning that mine elected president of the Murray
quarters and dimes were taken School of Practical Nursing at
the nosh register, but the meeting held Friday.
Other officers elected by the
the nickels and pennies were
student nurses were Carolyn
not taken.
Wells said nothing else was Fletcher, Mayfield, vice-presibothered in the shop, and no dent; Bobbie Ellegood, Loves,
damage was reported to any cif secretary; Dixie
Henderson,
the equipment and merchandise Clinton, treasurer; Hazel Watthere.
ers, Kern, reporter.
Entrance to the building was
Members of the scrapbook
gained by breaking a window on committee named were Pat
the back side of the building, Burkett of Fancy Farm, Marilyn
according to Wells.
Phillips of Mayfield, Susan
The breakin was discovered Fogle of Murray, Elite Mock
when the men came to work of Murray. and Susy Green of
this morning about 7.30.
Mayfield

Money Stolen From
Wells Electric
Shop Last Night

BItcPW Club Plans out a
Christmas Party
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will have its annual Christmas party at the
Murray Woman's Club House in
Thursday, December HI, at 6:30
p.m.
Mrs Lemma Warren is chairman
of the arrangements.
Others on the committee are
Mrs. Marion Bailey and Mrs.
Pauline Langston.

tion will be built strong enough
to hold two more floors.
Also in this first construction,
all facilities for the top two
floors will be kept in mind.
Enough air conditioning, heating, water, electricity. etc. for
(Continued on Page Six)

Linda Garland Is
Elected President
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Mrs. Johnson entertains Mrs. Nixon in the presidential
thing quarters In the White Howie as husbands confer.

In the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
the state receives the entire amount from the
sales tax and the
cities from which it is derived, receive
absolutely no;
thing.
We believe that our congressman from
this district,
Pat McCuiston and our Representati
ve, Charlie Las$$er,
should set the machinery in motion to
make it
for the cities of the state to receive
a share of the sales
tax.
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Pine Seedlings
• Are Offered
e Landowners

over again. And that can be
dangerous.
If you are out in the sun a
lot (or even if you're . not),
check into any sore that 'does
not heal. Promptly. It .could
be a warning signal of cancer.
And cancer is easier to cure
when it's detected early.
Lorne Greene knoWs the
seven warning signals'
cer. So should you:
I. Unusual bleeding or discharge. 2. A lump or thickening in the breast or elsewhere.
3. A sore that does not heal.
4. Change in bowel or bladder
habits. 5. Hoarseness or
rough. 6. Indigestion or difficult),in swallowing. 7.Change
in a wart ix mole.
II a signal lasts longer than
two weeks, see your doctor
It-it/lout delay.
It Makes sense to know
the seven warning signals

FRANKFORT. Ky.—Landowners in the following Western
Kentucky counties are being offered free pine seedlings to
match one-for-one the seedlings
If the city of Murray received a small
they buy from the Kentucky Dipercentage,
it would result in the city receiving
vision of Forestry.
a check for several
Nig UNITED PROM terreaRATIORAL
Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway,
thousand dollars each month which
could go far in alCarlisle, Crittenden, Fulton,
leviating the present arid almost consta
nt "squeeze" it
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — California Governor Ron.'1 Graves, Hickman, Livingston.
finds itself faced with.
GOING BY THE ROOK, you might say, President-elect Nixon
aid Reagan, casting the state's 40 electoral votes for Lyon, McCracken, Marshall and
gets a briefing in the White House from President Johnson
Trigg
counties
This idea is not revolutionary by any
.
means. Ten- Richard M. Nixon and guessing at the future of the
The offer is being made as In
:lessee cities receive such checks from
electoral college itself:
the state each
past years, by the West Virginia
"It's
just possible we are the last,"
month_ They use this money for anythi
Pulp and Paper Co. in coopetang they chaotic,
es with plastic or putting them
from paying higher wages to paving
tion with the Division of For.
streets.
in tarnish-proof cases.
WASHINGTON — Robert H. Finch, named secretes, estry. This
is an effort to plant
No one will deny that the city needs
The serene approach to Chrismore revenue of Health, Education and Welfare for the Nixon
more
admin
pines
in
l
the
25 county
and this check coming in each month
tmas can leave you free for •
would be a veri- 11.0,114ton, emphasizing his intention to listen to adviceli : area.
cookie making, meal planning
table boriaiaza.
"I tun not a czar."
The company also offers 1,000
and fun the week before Christ*
Personally we would far rather keep
• free seedlings to each member
the entire five
ErlaS.
MIAMI — Former heavyweight champion Moham- of a youth group which has a
cent sales tax, as long as the cities get
You can't close your eyes and
a fair share, than
forestry
project.
Member
All,
s
med
01 of cancer.
who faces a five-year prison sentence for evadto reduce it to four cents if the
hope all this will go away. Last
need for this revenue ing
youth
groups
do
not
have
tc purthe draft, as he stepped into a Miami jail to serve
minute types are given to thinkby the state is considered no longer
It makes sense
chase seedlings to be eligible to
necessary Some talk ten. days for a traffic violati
ing so until the last minute.
on:
receive
has been heard abcita the possibl
free seedlings.
to give ig the
e_ reduction of the,five
41 'night he to deo five_wars f* that.
A born last minute type I know
fptign''thing; c • All seedlings are ohm ined fralzi
cent sales tax when and if thle
SOciit‘;.'
listened to all these tips and said
revenue is considered no 80 this will be conditioning fcir merql.r`'1"1the Kentucky Division of Forlonger needed.
they won't help souls such as
estry nurseries. Orders should be
-11EW4 ORK UPI - Time wastshe.
NEW YORK — William Kaduson, official of a Geor- placed with District Foresters.
The City of Paris, Tennessee, receive
ers each year get hives, -dry
s approximately
"Christmas always gets worsi
gia cognac distillery, commenting on the success of giv- .county offices of Agricultural
$80,000 a year as its portion of
throats and sinking feelings the
the state's three per ing
before it gets better," she sal*
Stabiliz
employees a glass of cognac and orange Juice each
ation and Conservation
last few days before Christmas.
cent sales tax. This would indeed
be a bonanza to the afternoon to ward off the flu:
Service or through county
Sources of discomfort, only a
city treasury. Tennessee cities can
agents.
also levy a sales tax,
"We have had very little absenteeism."
couple of days in which to do all Sawk
ey Says:
Last year the West Virginia
which Paris also has. They have
_
Christmas shopping and address
a one per cent sales tax
, Pulp and Paper Co. gave over
which brings in from $15,000 to
cards.
$20,000 a month by it22,500 free pine seedlings to
With 11 shopping days to go,
self. We understand that a local sales
youth groups in these 25 countax in Kentucky
there's time to avoid the last
Is not legally possible.
ties.
minute flutters this yule season.
• Trees planted now will greatly
We do think it would be legal
Efficient types don't have much
however, if the proper
Wherefore let them that suffer according to the will benefit the econom
y of the counand necessary bills were introd
time either. They avoid the time
uced in the Kentucky W God commit the keeping of their souls to him in well ties in years to come, as well as
squeeze by planning and making
General Assembly, for the state
• establish a profitable crop On
to "kick-back" to the doing, as unto a faithful Creator. —I Peter 4:19.
FRAN1CFORT — Some 1,700 the most of every
available momold
The
cities a portion of the five per cent
fields and cutover woodlots. inmates of Kentucky State
formula for victory is for as to yield our lives
Re- ent.
sales tax.
formatory, LaGrange, know that
to the Lord and confidently trust in Him.
The much discussed local payroll
Some probably are sitting undtax would bring
Santa Claus definitely ia keepIn about 890,000 net a year, over
er hair-dryers at your beauty
what the city now reing a close watch over their salon
this minute-addressing Chceives. (Reduction or elimination of
activities.
other taxes would
ristmas cards. Others are doing
cut the net increase to $90,000 from
At stake are 112 private
a figure of approxithe same thing while watchin
rooms in a newly renovated
mately $180,000 which the payroll
operas on television.
tax would bring in.)
honor dormitory which are to soap
7.
I saw one today on a train
We hope that some serious
be handed out to the most deconsideration will be
A_
G.
Outlan
doing
the same thing. At a leis
d and J W. Outland of Outland Loose
given by legislators to the propos
serving.
al of returning to the Leaf
The need gets greater
urely pace, she wrote legibl
Floor have announced that they will not operate
Superintendent James Howcities a portion of the sales tax.
year!
We feel this would be this season after being in operat
notes
on
each
card.
the
On
sac
'
ard
ion for about 30 years.
said the inmates who will
received with better feeling than a
above
her
was
a
shoppin
payroll tax locally.
In an ad today they expressed their thanks to the public
g
ba
occupy the private rooms will
Then, too, if the city received a
be selected by him and his as- full of neatly tied parcels to ma
portion of the tax, for their patronage over this long period.
It would make the sales tax a little
sociate
Ann
superintendents from a U.
Garris
on,
Rosema
ry Alsup, Jeanne Steytler, and
NASHVILLE UPI - So-called
more bearable We
Precious Time
list submitted by department
Donna Grogan are winners of the TB Poster Contes "exotic pets" are unsuitab
should keep in mind also that tourist
le for heads.
t
s contribute a good.
Think of any place you have
awnate
red
by
the
Home
Depart
part of the sales tax money during
ment of the Murray Wosn- toth adults and children, accordHovk.ard said the selection will waiting time-laundromat, doctthe summer
Ms
ing to Dr. L. E. Fredrickson, be made
on the basis of con- or's office, while waiting for th
Funeral services for Mrs. Mettle TOrner Blakely,
Veterinary officer of the Tenn- duct,
age
atta,tude, responsibility and children at the music or belle
Cause for Alarm
essee Public Health Department, how well
CI, were held at Cadiz. She is the sister of the
Safe at Rome?
late T. 0,
the inmates perform place. These are full of precio
'Fredrickson was referring to work
NEW YORK—Fire breaks
time you can spend on the greet :ontinuous
•
assignments.
NEW YORK—Home isn't as Turner of Murray.
monkeys skunks and even some
The Murray Civitan Club will hear Marvin Prince
out somewhere in the United safe as it should
Each of the prison's depart- tog cards.
et of the larger
be. the Incur.
p m
cat family. "Most ments have been
Benton speak at the meeting to be held at the
States every IS seconds. the In- ante Informa
It helps, too, to simplify th
allocated room
Kentucky of them are not
tion Institute ohbred in captivity space in the honor
shopping, if you don't like crow
surance Information Institute sents. Muse than
Colonel.
dormito
ry.
twice as mans
and in many instances are carr- and each departm
reports. Of the 2.196.550 fires persons died in
ent head will ds, hit the stores at off hours
accidents at
, fess of rabies and other diseases submit the names of
recorded in 1966. 970.800 were home than in
his men Most stores have elbow room i
a«idents at work
1 which are communicable to ma- who merit a private
in buildings.
room, How the aisles early in the morning
—28.500 compared to 14.200
be said
ard said.
Shopping by phone helps, too
Monkeys have long been viewed
Each of the rooms will con- Having the packages gift wrapgr.
LIMO=•TIMIS ma
with a certain fascination as a tain a bed, table, chair
r'•>
and also saves time.
pet although their personal hab- chest of drawers. Curtains
For the out-of-town people o
ALL THE TROOPERS WANT
or
Doss Outland, age 74, died yesterday at his
drapes will be permitted for your list, consider fruit, flower
home its are dirty,
Fa? CHRISTMAS
near Cherry Corner.
Fredrickson says that it is covering the windows in
each or magazine subscriptions. P • I
0011555 MCI on itoresitsi
/5 4 SAFE HOL/O4Y
James Shelton and James Blalock graduated today next to impossible to house-bre- room. And, television sets
are le who deal in thesethingsprefe
LET'S GIVE THEM ONE/
to be available at a price thr- you to place
ak such an animal.
from the Gupton Jones College of Mortuary
orders before th
Science,
Very often monkeys are im- ough the prison's canteen.
Neativille, Tenn.
last minute. This week would
ported directly from the jungle
The honor dormitory, which a good time. The annual Christmas party for the wives
of the under the most
unsanitary con- is expected to be occupied by
Lions Club was held December 14 with Presid
Simplify the gift items, too.
ent Leon- ditions For every
monkey ar- Christmas, hopefully will pro- lot of people get hung up on Sizes.
ard Vaughn presiding. Dr. A. H. Kopperud gave
the wel- riving at a pet shop, many
oth- vide the incentive for all In- Stretch fabrics are a way out.
Come address and the response was by
Mrs. Shelter/ ers die en route,
mates to strive to meet the Some of
the stretch items tha
Hadden.
This is cruelly to animals in qualifications for meriting a make nice gifts include
hose
Mrs John Edd Waldrop was hostess for the
private
room, Howard said.
meeting its worst form, Fredrickson sogloves and mittens, pants.
ot the North Plea.sant Grove Church Missio
nary Society. id.
U the house or apartment is
Mrs. A. J. Marshall was the program leader.
Turtles also are popular with child as well as an adult can what gets you down as
Christma
children, but have caused many become emotionally involved wi- approaches, there's still
time
cases of salmonellosis - a ser- th the love of a pet, and the nec- freshen things with paint
- after
kle to her eye. Dress as ah
essary disposal of such an anim- washing them down.
thinks young people should ious food infection, he said.
kittZTss
Skunk
are
descent
al
can be a very traumatic expered
Paint and Decorate
dress" the booklet tells teen
and present an attractive pic- ience for the child.
The water based latex paints
avers.
"Dad Betaround. but don't ture of a cuddly pet, but, are "I heartily approve of pets as can be put on easily by peopl
dance with the girls." it ail.' Often infected with rabies in the- special gifts -for both children who are all thumbs. There is n
SAN FRANCISCO itIPI / —A vises fathers
chaperoning at a ir native habitat and the disease and adults, but by the same tok- odor and the drying usually takes
lively,saeooklet of advice to teen party
does not pass the incubation per- en let's choose these pets with less than an hour.
•
teetzeagents acid their parents
iod until long after the animal care and discretion," said FredWhen it comes to decorating,
booklet.
The
titled
"Chalfasts ao
on sense about dress.
become
domesti
rickson
Ms
cated,
.
lenge."
Fredenlist
was
prepare
the
d
children
by a grout/
. If you give
mann.arta dating In a way
"A kitten or a puppy of the them the chance they can do
of parents and experts It
lcitson said.
cAlcula
bp 'vet thrraigh- to
publish
Public
health
•
ed
official
appropr
by
the
s
iate
school
say
that
departa
breed and size can lot of things you figure only yo
AN)*
eh
went of the San Francisco 'etseti of the rabies in Tennessee be a delightful as well as an are capable of
:‘ •
doing.
41 tkne and place for Roman Catholic Archdiocese'
'is 'attributed to wildlife, with the educational experience. Let's seChildren come in handy at the
eieryt ling in
yrpir
closet for 50 centa a copy and is aim,- lot and the skunk as
the chief lect them with care and they will silver polishing chore, too. No
When you visit rrandmother, ed t
junior and senior
bffehder s
beeome a happy choice for every reason you can't get them on
01Pinilksiker AYH' 1441tAs the spar, schoolers gniti _their parents,
• Dr. Fredrickson said that a member of the family," he added. this at once, covering the piece
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Quotes From The News

Christmas
Bad Time For
Time Waster
pAf:isAcy....mccortitAcK

New Rooms
At LaGrange
Now Ready

Bible Thoughtfor Today

By 5T11%
UPI
NEW YOR
Bruins &dill
!practice gyz
but still de
port as the N
er in the Is
In bellow
Press Inten
Coaches, Joi
charges rece
place votes
straight wee
perfect total
APoints are be
54-3-2-1 bad
UCIA, wiz
three game.

Bob(
• Juan
'Take

12 1

commented editorially last week concer
ning the
need for more revenue by the cities of
the state and the
difficulty that cities all over the nation
are having in
obtaining revenues necessary to operate
the city government efficiently
One large source of revenue should be
open to the
cities of Kentucky which they are now
denied. This is a
portion of the Kentucky sales tax.

•Kent

WL
Casaba 4
Cbaaael a
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
j.....d....szad
PVT
,T flan .

United Press Intsimational
• '1:;
iToday is Tuesday, Dec 17,
'1
352nd day of 1968 with 14
o follow.
The moon is between its last
karear
mod Swung
Red Skelton New
v,arter and new phase.
Ilia Arelersen
S. lli.ntlitasse whi Mao Sr
0,,sinkers Swec.ai
mv
allaishe
llsr
,
The morning stars are JupitMoose
er and Mars.
Ltr
,:tc
. Yowler
Portrait in Red
•• Lc res of
..... .
Cormeh'.
Cal Mon Sonclal
The evening stars are Saturn
.110
0 TV'S. 0-vs tots. Men: Valor., awls j
izr. Wine..
vid Venus.
IV
alt Muss
Perry Miii.
'is
0 On this day in history:
Joe. fished& IM:,
11 1::::::
11 .
Warta.
Jeer Bashed.
'In 1003, Orville and Wilbur
News
TI:=11e*
Wright made the first success.4
,
ful airplane flight at Kitty
,•
IS
Hawk, N. C. It lasted 12 secWRONSIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
-'
onds.
,- 36 *wow
Junction: Farm News
In 1925, Brig. Gen. William
Fatnilv Thearter
Mitchell was found guilty of
Boras* Pruden Show
Cadet HAPICHOTT
criticaing the army and navy
Ooze =
VC,"
Bose
and sentenced to suspension
$ 1:1=T POP sires,=i
t: Kaineteres
Bolo
fironi the army for 5 years. In
Boro =
—rm.: a
1945 the senate voted to award
Romper Room
Ronne, Room
,
him the medal of honor postos :Ili Morawsnitv
Andy of AArybrirry
cbck Cavett = n.r •
0 :36 Hollywood StabwaS Dick Van Dyke Slum Dpck Gavot,
humously and promoted his
Likoe of Lift. News teentched
' •ANII
tank to major general.
1 I 1 Eire *puma
Soarcn for Tomorrow ,MOW,
. 100
.
In 1939, the Nazi vessel Graf
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
• se §pee, chased by British
warPaton Snow
Neon Sins nsg Core DreamNouse
P4s Muss
As Ow Work3 Turns
ships, scuttled off the coast of
Fumy You smell Asa
. 2 .04 Dews el OW L.Wee Many SMernared
kinnywa
Datingnar
i
en• . 'So
Uruguay.
30 Doctors
Goidino Litafit
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In 1941, Chester ?limits op.
• :el MONK World
Socret Storm
Geopeoi Howailf .1.
• •AD
The outdoor life. Any ina
IS You Deo'? SW
Eder of Night
Ono LIN To LIMO
,placed Husband Kimmel as
.00 moth Geste: News Linkletter Show Mows Rear McCors
door man will tell you how
ia
30 FlintstOPOS
commander of the US. Pacific
Gelman's mere]
Dark Snadows
great it is. But only an outdoor
0 Lars Make • Dole Movie
Batman
fleet.
.30 Afternoon Shoo
"APiChe Vow
I Love Luc.,
A thought for the day — man can tell you what it does
i. 5555
.1 t...,'4,Br Ink's.,
- In g News
C MS F ten
=rock
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Poet Latitia Elizabeth Landon. to human skin.
, . WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
said: Were it not better to forConstant sundries skin out.
g Ais ...... win, : Sots. NesIsari Weir.: Sports 14aveteck
get that but remember and reeIWNis
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Leathers it. Burns it °Per and
U
,
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•Kentucky Drops To 5th;
• Western Ranked 19th
By STIIVE SMILJU4104
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK WV — The UCLA
Bruins didn't get beyond their
practice gym the put week
but stlll drew unanimous support as the No. 1 beetketball power in the land.
in balloting by the United
Press International Board of
Comthes, John Wen's sae
AMON received ail 35 firet
piece votes for the second
Straight week and compiled a
perfect total of 350 points
*Points are based on a 10-98-74
54-92-1 basis.
UCLA, winner of its firet
three games this season. returns

presidential
aids confer.

to iction Friday sight oa its
biomI court esMast Minnesota.
Oa Saturday night the lindais
are at home ageing Wall Virginia

Western Edges APSU 75-73;IUNAINIES All
L'ville Tops Florida State RECEIVES TE1

TURIDAT —

DECEMBER 17, 1908

Murray State Overwhelmed
By Ninth Ranked Kansas

The Udine molly coulditaw
By OEM eleCUTCM6001
kept Murray scaring leader,
cod North Canaan. La the weakThe Murray State University Claude Virden, below his seely balloting. The Tor Seas,
Bemis were completely stun- Mil average as he soared only
holding the runeeriep ipst for
ned last night as the Eames 18 points to lead the Recent.
the second straight wet, pullJayhawks racked up a 20 to 2
All-American Jul* White led
ed a batch of second piece votes
petit margin in the first tan the Jay-hawks with 22 points
to wind up in the Me. Iipet
ndnutes of ploy. The Thorough- and Dave Roteat used his
Than there were two—Kentacky second half before Western took
with 261 points.
breds were playing against per height to pump in another 19.
NCAA
defending
Wesleyan,
Colljust
over
with
charge
for
good
Davidson, unbestse hi three
the biggest team they will
UPI
/mate
The Racers appeared to be
and
the
Divisions
ege
Noble
Larry
one
minute
left.
Apnea had the No. 2 peolthes
KENTUCKY LAKE
lace all season with Kanme's jittery during the fatal first
1-ranked
team
coaches
and
No.
of
MIAMI
set
—
Demised
hes.
led A-P's attack with 19 points.
with 172 points, lisibewed by
BOWLING LEAGUE
Dave
Robish
mesauring
64
of
and
ten
minutes
the
game
as
Louisville
emerged
swanked
frvyweight
champion Muhammad
In other action Mendel night,
Cincinnati. Kentucky, Mew MEW
Meaday, Dec. 9, 1968
Roger Brown at 6-10.
they made numerous floor misViLlanove, Niers Dome, om Monday night's Keotocky cage the high-eicoring Louisville fresh- All, Camila Cloy when he woe The ninth-ranked
W. L
Standings:
Teem
iayhawts
and
were
takes
outmatched
on
action as the last two remain* man ran their record to 6-0 by the title, is back in training —
aed $ante Clam.
40 16
the bachboards. When the Thor- Martin Oil
St. lionaventure held ea Is sedefeated teams in the state. shocking United Electronics In- this time for a schedule 876,000
37 19
oughbreds did calm down and Bank of Murray
, stitute 132-40, Campbellsville de- mender, or five yens In fedthe Ne. 11 position followed by ln another key game Moeda)
33% 22%
KENTUCKY MON 9C1400t. get back to their normal /erne T. V. Service
eral
iniami.
KenWestern
ranked
might,
19th
Purdue, New klexios State, Lefeated Northwood of Indiana in
31 25
BASK ETBALL MULTI'
It proved to be an almost even- School of Business
Salle, Heit11011,
Coluni- tucky got its Chio Valley Con- overtime 87-79, Lindsey Wilson All answered the call Monday
Murray Lodge
30% 25%
Blotched
contest.
ly
hia, Tulsa, Western Lennseity ference season underway in sca- topped Sullivan Business College of a two-year traffic viobition By Witted Preen laterisetimal
29 27
Murray State came back in Corvette Lanes
ry fashion by edging Austin Pity 71-64 and Southern Baptist Sem- convon to begln serving a Tates Creek 73 Laisyette 09
and Southern Calidernia.
24 32
the Lit thirty minutes of the Lbuisey's
While North Carolina artsel- 75-73 at Bowling Green.
16-day
sentence
in
Linde
Coinary burled Louisville PresbyRuerville 62 (Sand. Chapel M game to set within 8 points of Colonial Bread ____ 22'e 33%
unty jag But the mein event— Hazel Green 60 Lily 40
ly lost ground in the Ms with
It was the Hilltoppers seventh terian Seminary 95-35.
16% 39%
the Jayitalits with one minute Ryan Milk
a
(edarat
five-year
UCLA, dipping hem the
victory in eight outings sad gave
sentenee for
Country Kitchen
16 48
Morehead headlines tonight's
Bleserses harltettenal
left
on
the
moreboard
clock
but
points the Tar Hoek hod the them a tie with Morehead for the card by entertaining Marshall refusal to be dnalted--wen't be- Beene 57 Kentuctiy Deaf 311
1410 Game Scratch
Dave
Itobith
quickly
dropped
in
previous week The $1 k,_
OVC lead at 1-0.
Burgin 72 Mercer Co. U
at Morehead in a game with a gin until later, if at ail.
223
two lay-ups and a free throw H. Garner
en power held Ensued is the
Wesleyan's Panthers had little reeling Mottf, The Thundering "I might have to chi flve
Ilelhaesteea Cs. herltaelenel
240
to give the Kansans the last F. Borgsewics
NEW YORK curli — Bob Gib- position
battle as No. 3 David- trouble le winning their 21tb Her* own
224
the only defeat of the years for that other thing," Ednioneen Co. 79 Clarkson 55 five points scored in the game. T. C. Hargrove
e:in of the St. Louis Cardinals son dropped me
point bum a game over two seasons - the young eases over the Eagles Cisy said in a WM nom con- N. Warren 71 Park City 64
High Game WI-IC
The Racers outscored the Jayand Juan Marichal of the San week ago.
Panthers sixth straight this sea- In an earlier tilt at Huntingtao, ference, "se this will be con276
Kaseird levItegiewel
hawks by 5 points in the last H. Garner
Francisco Giants male off with
The bitted pies *arias the son as George Tinsley flipped W. Va,
F. Borgaewicx
Phial
283
ditioning for me. The U. S.
thirty minutes of the game
the most impressive honors a- week
were made by Cincinnati in 25 points and Gene Smith chip245
The Recent were outrehound- R. Hoffman
mong National League pitchers and Santa
Elsewhere, Centre visits Be- Supreme Court will have the x-Hazard 54 Jenkins
Clara. Cincleaati ped in with another 20 in a cepreevertimea
final say on that case.
ed by the Jayhevrks 45-36. Mur- Nigh tease 3 Games Scratch
In 1968, A was officially reveal- moved
rat,
invadTennessee
Wesleyan
from eighth Is fourth vincing 74-54 victory over Akron.
2668
ray hit on only 73 of 63 shots Martin Oil
s ed today by league President moot with a
es Cumberland and Pikeville boo- "I hate to go to jail because
total of 184 pekes
Nigh Three Games Scratch
It upsets too many people on
Wesleyan took an early lead, ts Union.
from the field for 37 per cent
Warren Giles.
KINITUCKY
COLLOIDS
while Santa Clara winner of
610
the whole planet—even in Atha
while Kansas hit on 29 of 54 T. C. Hargrove
built it to a 38-22 halftime bulge
Gibson, who had a 22-9 won- five panes
BANITSALL RISULTS
and chanpim in the
H. Duna
595
and Africa. Just became of a
for 54 per cent.
lost record and went on to beat Cable
and spread it as much as 27 poiCar Classic teernment,
592
traffic ticket."
Lanais is rated Ith in the H. Garner
the Detroit Tigers twice in the reeehed
the
second
period
nts
over
in
the
By
Welted
Press
IMeritaftenal
the No. 10 mot after
Nigh 3 Genies Wt4C
But looking on the brighter
World Series, set an intim being
Louisville 79 Plorkta State 78 latest UPI retina.
ranked 15th the previous Zips, who lost their berth game
S. Bucy
066
Mde, the former champ said the KAMM
Murray
Stets
NL resord of 1.12 earned run week.
ends
its
preIn five starts. Roger Johaeon led
72 Murray 59
jail term will enehle him to
658
Christmas schedule tomorrow T. C. Hargrove
average and also led the league
Akron with 20 points and 18 reWestern 75 Austin Peay 73
posdhly
the
best
H.
Garner
"get a reit and also get the
655
with 268 strikeouts and 13 shutx-Canigeblerrille 87 Northwood 79 night at home against Georgia
is the Eget and New MenNigh Team 3 Games WhIC
feeling of being in contact with Ey
Southern. Genie time is 7:30.
outs. The 13 shutouts were the ice,
Louisville had all it wanted
Wesleyan 74 Akron 54
a power in the Reeky NessMartin Oil
the back people in
2974
moat by an NL pitcher since
thin-Southwest area, sewed the from Florida State at Freedom
Niels Ind, Averages
About two years ago, All was ilaH Carrier
Murray Steal (59) — Virden
Hall of rimer Grover Cleveclosest battle in the ratings Hall before pulling out a 79-78
190
111X1 Alexander 16 for the PhilNEW YORK (UPI) — 18, Biondett 13, Johnson 10, J. Neale
— The ticketed by a Miami policeman
with the Lebes gaining the No. cliffhanger for the Cardinale' PITTSBURGH
Norm Chancey
for making a wrong turn, and
180
Young
7,
adelphia Philliee in 1916
Street,
5,
holds
Luppino
of
Athlone
Art
Pittsburgh
Staten
Funneman
of
the
NaI spot with 136 poises Is V11- sixth straight victory.
Jim Washer
coaldn't show a valid license
179
2, Romani 2.
Marichal led the league in
The aptly named Seminoles tional Pootimil League ended at the time. He wen released on the career record for ball carlaeova's 7th piece in Me rat178
Kama (72) — White 22, Ro- Hub Dunn
victoria with 26-9 record and ings
among the nation's marying
epecuindon
Monday
by
IIRINMMCreitised to sign a peace treaty,
and 134 paints
T.
C. Hargrove
bond and when be didn't show jor college football teams, bish 19, Bradshaw 11, Brown 5,
178
also had the moot complete
Columbia, delandlog Ivy Lea- despite being down aloe points ins the contract of heed coach up for his July 5, 1967, hearing, gaining 3,381 yards and a 6.59 Harmon 4,
Lyman Dixon
176
games 30, pitched the most inn- gue
champion eat wiener of at intermission, battling back in MU Austin would net be re- Judge Robert Deehl sentenced yard average in four seasons 4, Dateline Natauee 4, Russell Don Abell
175
2, Sloan 1.
ings 326, yielded the mod bits four
newed.
Noble Knight
him to 10 days.
174
from 1953 to 1956.
296, and faced the most beta- top straight, also cracked the the second half to tie it up seven
Austin's
three-year
contract
20, bolding dews 17th soot. times and taking the lead three
Paul Buchanan
His attormey, Henry Arring172
men 1207. It represented a great
the &toeless does not antimes before Cardinal center MiAl Horkay
172
comeback from the high-kickuntil FM:every, 1946, bat ton, saki they planned to apke Grosse tossed in the winning Des Rooney,
Vernon Riley
172
ing rightbander, who had a
NEW YORK IN — The VeilPittsburgh pres- peal the sentence today with
George Hodge
171
6 14-10 record in 1967.
ed Preas International tep SO tree throw with 2:55 left alter ident, in the olub did not want Dead to see if it couldn't be
H.
Garner
171
Ferguson Jenkins wee the major college Maitland' teems Batch Beard had tied it up 75-411. In leave Austin "hanging in the cut back.
Frank Borgsevrics
Beard led the fest-breaking Mr." Prior to the 1366 season
Ali, wearing a white, long171
leggiest third 20-game winner, with first place votes and mow
E. H. Lax
Cards with 24 points, Jerry King Amelia had appeared optim- sleeved turtLe-neck 'wester and
170
the Illoot, 5-inch 215-pound loot TICOVAS in parentheses.
Bob Carpenter
popped in 13 of his total of 23 in istic but the Steelier's finished drak pia-striped trousers to his
170
Chile. Cub light-lander postSeemed Week
Roy McNeely
new training quarters, took it
170
ing a 20-15 record. Jenkins led Teem
Petals the crucial second half, and Gro- with a 2414 mark
15 points each.
By United Press Internet
Ron Hoffman
170
in starting assignments 40, pit- 1. UCLA
Roomy told newereien he had all in stride, pluming outside the
(119) (34) NO sse tallied 17 and hauled down
Mississippi State and Auburn
— Terry L. Arndt,
hall to sign autographs and inched 308 innings and bed h 2. N. Carolina
(44) isa 21 rebounds in a duel with the as idea lobo evArld aimed AuFiends and Mississippi Stet each had 25 goals but the Bullject his own brand of humor.
Secretary-Treasurer
2.63 ERA.
Seminoles'
6-9
like
-sized
cae'stia.
3. Derideee
(34) 172
"Is this what a jail looks tasted their first Southeaster dogs hit 15 charity shots to 9
Official eatistics cam:oiled by 4. Chmineeti
(44) 1)4 Covens led the losers with 23 "We 'tragedy have several aplike!" he asked, mastering all Conference basketball victor i for the Tigers. It was State's
the Elias Sports Bureau also S. Kentacky
(34) 141 points and 16 rebounds wtilleSklp plicants and expect many wore
first SEC win in two outings
showed that Claude Ateen of 6. New Mexico
(La IN Young helped out vritti tO more. when the story gets on the news ,the awe be could. He mid this of 1968 Monday night.
hlres his fine time In jail.
and evened Auburn's SEC recFlorida downed Alabama
the Los Angeles Dodgers and 7. Villa/sr/vs
Coweos, a product of Newport wires," he mit
(44) IN
45 in a game where the
ord at 1-1.
Ray Sadecki of the Crianta had S. Notre Dome
(3I) III Catholic High School, said after
was as cold as the weather,
Bob Bundy scored 29 points
the moot loases 18, Bob Vests 9. Kansas
(41) 79 the game that Grosse was the
Mississippi State utilized the fr and hauled in ll rebounds in
of the Pittsburgh Pirates issued 10. Santa Clara
(141) 'PO beet pivot he'd been up against.
ee throw line to beat Aubur pacing Vanderbilt to its third
the most walks 94 and Ted
Second 10-11 SL Illeneveed Seven-foot Kim McDaniels tirvictory of the season against two
65-59.
Abenuithy of the Olocianati tare 52; 12. Purdue 41; 13. New ed in 29 points to lead all scot.In other action, Vanderbilt tr losses.
Reds led in appearances 78.
Minim St. 26; 14. IAISMIe 23; ors in the win over the GovernThe longest winning streak 13. ficomme MI; N. Illinois 11; ors.
Ken Coleman sank five out of
minced Bowling Green 92-67, MI
was compiled by Gibson, who 17. Columbia 13; it Tulsa 12; The HllItoppers led
select:pi defeated Furman 77-72, seven points in the final two
4244 at
won 15 straight games from 19 Western Easitneky 5; IS. intermission,
Tulane outshot Texas Tech 114- minutes to muff out a Furman
but Mink Peay
June 2 to Aug. 19 inclusive.
Southern Califon/la T.
pelled ahead three times in the By United Press International hit oo 11 of 17 field goal atteipts 91, Led Florida State fell to Lou- rally and preserve the Rebels'
and five of nine from the free isville 79-78.
win at Greenville, S. C. ColeIn tonight's only game in the man had 24 points for the conDetroit rested its case for throw line In addition to taking
recognition as one of the nation's down 19 rebounds. Rick Roberson Southeast, Tennessee takes on test.
Florida State used a hallcourt
top college basketball teams to- led Cincinnati with 25 points, Georgia Tech at Knoxville.
111ft wrapped,
Florida shot only 37.7 per cent press to rattle Louisville In the
day on the first regular-season Cliff Neely, who scored 26
hi Pecks and boxes
game,
put
points
Colorado
in
the
from
the
floor,
second
but
half and wipe out a nineAlabama was
victory scored over St. Bonaventere since the 1966-47 season. ahead at 55-54 with 9:26 left and eves less acurate, managing only point deficit. But Mike Grosso
The Titans made their bid the Buffaloes went oe to their 21.7 per cent. Neal Walk of Flor- put the Cardinals ahead for good
Monday night when they upset Impressive victory at Boulder, ida and Gary Elliott of Alabama at 79-78 with less than three
Amorfee's Largoal S•Iffng Cita,
the Bonnies 71-68 at Detroit Colo. Ron Smith, a 7-2 center, shared high-scoring honors with minutes left.
role
also
in
played
the
a
key
with Olympian Spencer Haywood
playing 6-foot, 11-inch, 265-pound Bufteloes' victory as New Mex4.1110.0 411110.04NWn IN.oallIWC411110o41111.041111a0 answ oimp.,,4Now is
, issw 41
Bob Lanier to a standstill and ico suffered its first defeat after i imil004INIsp 41
soph Jim Jackson coming through five straight victories. Bob Whitin the clutch. The Bonnies suff- more's 24 points led seventhered their only previous losses ranked Notre Dame to a 69-65
since the 1966-67 season in last victory over Minnesota at South
Bend, Ind., Charley Criss' 32
season's NC AA tournament.
Jackson, who made 15 of his points paced 13th ranked New
19 points in the second half, Mexico State over Hardin-Simmconnected for two free throws ons 74-68 at Abilene, Tex., and
with 25 seconds left to play to 011ie Taylor scored 27 points
give the Titans a 7048 lead. and grabbed 13 rebounds In lend
St. Bonaventure guard Jim Satz- 15th ranked Houston to an 87-84
lln missed a field goal attempt overtime triumph over Kansas
Clothes make the man
seconds later and Haywood came State.
In other games, Joe Cooke's
down with the rebound. He was
and we have the clotfiest
Intentionally fouled by Lanier 28 points led Indiana over LoyThe most fashionable plaids
and sank a game-cliachine tree ola of Chicago 88-83, Nebraska
straight
points
and
scored
in
the
10
weave suits by Hyde
throw with three seconds left.
middle of the second half to down
Lanier Othkmped
Park
and J. Capps & Sons
Lanier made seven field goals Michigan 73-59, Jim Smith scorare in stock for the Holiday
and five free throws for 19 poi- ed 13 points as North Illinois
nts but Haywood had 15 points downed Iowa State 78-65, Ed SlitSeason. Sports wear by
and out-rebounded his taller rival dot's 33 points werehigh for Holy
16-12. Jackson would up with 15 Crow; in a 67-60 irk over N
Bernhard Altmann, and
points for the Titans, who led eastern, Hayward Dotsoo's 27
Florsheir
shoes can make
31-20 at halftime and by as many points led unbeaten Columbia
this Christmas His very
as eight points during the second an 85-47 rout of Lehigh and Jim
Cleamons scored with four sechalf.
special one.
North Carolina, the nation's onds to go to give Ohio State a
second-ranked team, rolled over 75-74 win over Washington State.
Clemson 90-89 but Southern California upset fourth ranked Cincinnati 83-68 and Colorado deIMIJIIORDY ItICALLED
feated sixth-ranked New Mexico,
CHICAGO ON — The Chim79-72.
Bill Bmting scored 21 points p, Black Hawks Monday readiand Dick Gruber and Charlie ed goalie Dennis DeJordy from
Scott had 20 each for North Deltas, their affiliate in the
Carolina, more than offsetting Centiel Hockey League
a 32-point performance by Clem- In addition, they returned
son's Butch Zatesalo. Scott and Jack Norr to Dallas
6-10 Rusty Clark controlled the
backboards for the winners with
MASK/eta IlltrtaKT
TS and 12 renameds, respective- NEW
YORK sea — The
ly.
old, Mass franchise of
First Loss
the eastern basketball league
Ron Taylor, an agile 7-1 cen- was recognized Monday as
deMII.AVAUKEE BUCKS' Dick Cunningham, framer Murray State
ter, tossed in 27 points as twiceUniversity star, appears ready to lower the boom on San Diego's Don
beaten Southern California hand- The league distributed SpringKoji' as Kojis moves in for an easy layup. The action was in
402 Main
ed Cincinnati Its first loss of the pads eight players among other
753-24721
Milwaukee's 101-96 comeback victory Friday night
season at Los • Angeles. Taylor members of the league
use.ness.Si'fl
4111M JAM e4111111•411119.4111ao Neeoa41111h•mime Si mew o -sew 04wiwe
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Florida Rolls Over Alabama
In Slow-Moving SEC Game
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Engagement 4 nnounced

TUESDAY — DECEMBER 17, 1968

SOCIAL MENAI
Tuesday, December 17
Murray Assembly No. 1S Order of the Rainbow for Girl,
will have a potluck sapper at
Mx pm. at the Mamie Sall
honoring majority siensbers.
The regular coati's will Sallow.
•••

Meetl Employees National Rogers Home Scene
Mrs. Brent Newport
Leader For Mason's Store Have Dinner Of Golden Circle
Kr. and Mrs Louden Stub- Class Dinner
Chapel WSCS

PAGE

Down the

•

arden Path

The Brooke Cross Circle a
By Mts. W. P. WILLIAMS
the WS(S of the First Dieted
Methodist Church will meet at
the United Camila Malan, at
The Women's Society of blefield entertained the emThe home of Mrs.. Dos Rog7:30 pm.
Christian Service of the Ma- ployees and their guests of the ers o Dogwood Drive Fast was
A garden expert was asked given just enough water to keep
•••
son's Chapel United Methodist National Stores, Inc., on Thurs- the scene of the Christmas din"What is America's Favorite the soil from drying out.
Church presented the Christ day evening at the Holiday Inn. see meeting held by the
The Christian Women's Fel- Flower." and his answer was
After blooming allow the soil
Dinner ems served to the
lowship of the First Christian "Definitely, the poinsettia."
inas program Wednesday, Debees and their husbands of the
to become almost dry and when
ohorda is Beheaded to meet it
cember II. at seven o'clock ini twenty-one persons present la Golden Circle Sunday School
The expert was Paul Ecke,
the Christmas decorated ram
the home of Mrs. Harlem Hed- who bee over 40 acres of spring arrives and danger of frost
the evening at the church.
Class of the Memorial Baptist
Is past, set pot into the ground i
ges at II:30 CIL Mrs. W. C. poinsettias under cultivation.
Mrs Brent Newport, presi-I Of die Ina.
Church.
I up to the brim. During the
dent, was in charge of the prod Siam were played and gifts
Duncan
will
lave
program
the
Mrs. Vance Ramage, presidcan not imagine a more beautiful
month of June, trim them bac)*
gram taken from the Method- erste anehanged during the fel- ent of the class, read a
and Mrs. E. L. Wads the wee.
special
*sight than the blare of color in
ship.
to about six inches. They will
ist Woman She opened the pro- leweldp period following the Christmas story.
December
in
such a field.
•••
gram with the song, "0 Little dinner.
begin to develop a well shaped
Chrietnsas carob were sung
I love the white ones also, but
Town of Bethlehem" with Mrs. Thaw present were Mr. and by the group with Tommy WilkThe Calloway County Amee-i
plant, ready to bring in again in
If could have only one, I would
Mrs. Hugh Hurt. Mr and Mrs.
FM* Coles at the piano.
Wien for Retarded Children is I
the fall, completing the cycle.
ins as the leader and Mn. Wilkhave
choose
to
red.
the
For
The scripture from Matthew Ceeliald Vance, Mr. and Mrs. ins at the piano.
scheduled to meet at RobertThe cuttings may be inserted
Christmas, to me, is red and
kill was read by Illre Reu- Relpb Dews, Miss Cathy Cunnson School at 7:30 p.m.
km sandy soil and will root rather
The class brought gifts to be
peen. I have seen beautiful tees
ingham. Mr. and Mrs. Sonny taken
•••
ben
nan.
quickly. Several of the young
to the Convalescent Divin pink and blue, but nothing
The song, "Silent Night", was Coy, Mrs. Cluster Willoughby ision of the Murray
Wedneedey, December 18
pants can be set out in one put
-Calloway
fits
and
in
with
Christmas
bar
the
son,
theme
Mrs.
Meda
Jack- County Hospital.
sung Mrs. Newport led in
The Nature's Palette
and will make a beautiful
son.
does
Mrs.
as
a
Medic
big peen cedar,
Waters, Mr. The boues was
prayer and discussed the theme
Club will meot at the Can
decorated in
of the program. 'Thy Light Is and Mrs. Reubin Moody, Mr. the holiday motif.
munity Center, Ellis Drive, at covered with red balls and a d isPi
The
aY.flowers may be cut and.
The dinner
Come". She was assisted by and Mrs. Charles Williams, Mr. was served buffet
10:30 a.m. Hostesses will be touch of tinseL
will
make
a
style from the
beautiful
Strictly
and Mrs. James Washer, and dining room table.
speaking,
Mrs. William Adams.
the
Lola
Fisk,
Ruth Everseseyer,
arrangement. The red and white
Rev. Harold
poinsettia
is
A candlelighting service was Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield.
a
tropical
herb,
and Nova Douglass. Gift esLassiter asked the blessing pretogether are lovely and will bring
•••
bed. The candles were symchange with cost not to exceed belonging to the Spurge family.
ceding the meal.
the Christmas Spirit right into
The gorgeously colored bracts
bols of faith, joy. peace,
111.50 will be held.
Thirty-five
members
our hearts and homes.
and
•••
will, forgiveness, prayer.
are really leaves as the true
guests were present. Guests
etwiship, service, brotherhood,
flower
r
is
The
insignificant.
Pottertown
Homemakers
The marriage of Mrs. Evelyn were Rev. and Mrs. Norman
and love.
Club will meet at the Holiday
It has become a symbol of
Culpepper. The class teacher M
Thaw participating were mrs. L Liner and Rupert F.
Parke, Mrs. Claude
Inn at 10:30 a.m..
the Christmas mason, carrying
Miller.
Brent Newport,
•• •
Mrs. ores Jr., has been announced.
MISS PATRICIA ANN JACKSON
the holiday colon and blooming
Chrisman. Mrs. Nina Craig, Rev- Charles W• Bates perThe
Rho
Chapter of Alpha iat exactly the right time. These
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Kenneth Jackson, Sr., 1301 Farris Avenue.
The Calloway County High 11/10
pest
formed
the
ceremony
on
SaturNoytenanvembecrhurc30,h,atrithilvillrinte,
Mrs.
le:hoecnak
.
ui curti
Piu-v
grrank. and
t
ta
Cerra
mrs
Murray, announce the engagement of their oldest daughter, Pat- Delta Kappa will have a party plants are similar lo the School Chapter of the Future
day. November
St
home
the
of
ricia Ann, to Gregory Thomas Knapp, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon
Mrs. Agnes Christmas cactus, in that they Homemakers of America reMcDaniel with Mrs. Virgil Gro- love long dark nghta and short
Bruce Crain of Murray has Knapp, Crystal Beach, Ontario, Canada.
cently held its December meetMrs. Eupal Underwood.
gan
and Mrs. Joanna Sykes as daylight hours.
Miss Jackson is a sophomore at Murray State University
been dismissed from the Wesing in the school cafeteria.
Mr.
Mr.
of
Parks
eon
the
is
can.
lighted
her
As each one
cohostessea
tern Baptist Hospital, Paducah. majoring in business.
When the bracts are well
The president, Rita Chaney,
•••
die, she gave the symbol it re- mu Mrs- Rupert F. Parks, Sr,
Mr. Knapp is a junior at Murray State majoring in geogragrown, the poinsettia loves presided as the opening rituals
presented and the group partilawrrar
The
Wadesboro
phy.
He
Homemakers
is
a member of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
Dr and Mrs. Franklin
!plenty of light and the color will were stated and Shirley Hays
cipated responsively. The clos The newly wed couple is now and children, Nun and AlJones
Club will meet at the Triangle lad wel through
A late January wedding is planned.
the season if gave the devotion. Mary Janice
ing prayer led by Mrs. Newport. Ili_ home at 4220 Ifickory Hill of Nashville,
Inn
at
11:30
a.m. for the ChristTenn., are the Thompson and
morton read the minutes of the
daughters,
During the social hour gifts pculevard- Titusville, Fla.
Lon
mas
luncheon.
guests of their parents, Mr. and
last executive council meeting
and Heather, of Normal, M,
•••
were exchanged and refresh- eleven members and three vii- Mrs. Rob
Jones and
and Jackie Budzko gave the ft
meats were served by the hos- itors, Mrs. Edd Alton, Mrs. Mrs. Pat Thompson. Mr. and will spend the Chrietmas holiThe Children's Concert feel
treasurer's report.
days with their parents. Mr.
teases. Mrs. Brent Newport and Charles Jackson, and Mrs. Alall city and county elementary
• ••
Charlotte Harmon and Ellen
and Mrs. Pat Thompson and
Mrs. Oren Chrisman, to the len Russell.
school
children
featuring
DT
and Mrs. James T.
the,
Watson presented the program
Mr. and Mrs Bruce King.
A
Capella
Choir,
directed by . Mrs. W. A. Morris opened her on "International
The Paris Road Homemakers
Good Will,"
Club held its Christmas pot- Robert Baal., will beheld at home on the Martin's Chapel through an informative skit.
the
University auditorium a t
luck luncheon meeting in the
Road for the Christmas lunch. The club was treated to enterhome of Mrs. Johnny B. Roach 9:30 am. This is sponsored by 'eon meeting held by the South. tainment by "Tiny Tim"
played
the
Music
Department
of
the
on Tuesday, December 10, at
Murray Homemakers Club on by Ellen Watson.
Murray
Woman's
Cie&
ten o'clock in the morning.
Thursday. December 14, at
Shirley Hays and Charlotte •
•••
"Feeding the Convalescent"
eleven-thirty o'clock in the Harmon led the group in singA
Yuletide program will be morning.
was the subject of the major
ing Christmas carols and the •
proiect lesson presented by presented at the Locust Grove
The president, Mrs. Harold meeting was adjourned as the
Mrs. Jim Hart and Mrs. J. T. Church of the Nazarene a TIE Eversmeyer, presided at the members repeated the creed.
Ity JOAN 031HUVAM
Taylor. They said to be sure
can you bring your
business session during which
•• •
to follow the doctor's directions
holiday hostess! What
the club voted to provide
The
Oaks
Country
Club ladies decorations for Christmas at
in feeding the convalescent and
better gift than one made in
your kitchen, one into which
to be sure each convalescent will have a Christmas kids, the Barkley Boys Camp at Gil
party
at
the club at 9:20 L. bertsville.
you've put time, effort and
gets four slices of bread each
love.
day as it is very important for For reservations call Mans
Mrs. N. P. Cavite led t h e
Read 753,5178.
Take your choice of the
the nervous system.
group in singing Christmas ca•••
holiday goodies suggested
The landscape notes were
rols with Mrs. Everanneyer at
y, December le
here. The Nesselrode pie, a
given by Mrs. Eldridge Gee who
Car Stere• Tape Decks,
the piano.
The
Lydian
new version made with botSunday
School
CB Balboa, Guitars
emphasized that now was the
Special numbers, "Winter
Class
of
tled eggnogg, is a luscious
the
First Baptist Wonderland" and "I Heard
time to fertilize lawns. She disLEACH'S MUSIC & TV
the
Church
idea if you want to bring her
will have a potluck sup- Bells On
cussed the growing of African
Christmas Day", were
Dixieland Center
per at the church at 5:30 a
dessert.
violets.
sung by a trio composed of
For g oodles your hostess
Phone 751-7575
Mrs. Jim Hart presided in
Mrs, Evernneyer, Mrs. Cavitt,
and her family can enjoy afTemple Hill Chapter No. 511 and Mrs. Doris Morris.
the absence of Mrs. Leroy Eld°Pall
TILL 5:•4 P.M.
ter your visit consider fruit
ridge who is in process of hay- Order of the Eastern Star will
Gifts were exchanged by the
nut bread or jars of the
ing a new house built. Mrs. meet at the Masonic Hall at group. Gifts for patients s t
orange-pumpkin recipes that
Ina Nesbitt called the roll with 7:30 p.m. The inspection of the Western State Hospital were
are so flavorfully festive and
.each member answering with chapter by Mrs. Fanola De- placed under the Christmas tree
right for this season.
Spain, worthy grand matron of decorated in the Early Amerher favorite Christmas carol.
ILUILK EVERT GRAVE
EGGNOG NESSELRODE PIF
ican traditional way.
The scripture reading from Kentucky from Greensburg.
2 envelopes unflavored
•
•
•
A potluck luncheon was servMatthew 3:9-12 was by Mrs.
gelatine
The Business and Profession- ed at the noon hour.
Walter Duke following with the
ia cup sugar
al Women's Club will hold its
Those present were Mesdamgroup singing "Silent Night".
1 quart commercial
Preceding the potluck lun- dinner meeting at the Woman's es Morris, Everaneyer, Cavite,
eggnog
S. C. Coimon, L E. Fisk, Quiecheon thanks was offered by Club House at 6:30 p.m.
2 teaspoons rum
• ••
flavoring
ten Gibson, Olin Moore. Am
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt. Gifts were exThe Kirksey Baptist Church neth Owen, James Witherspoon,
1 cup heavy cream.
changed and a Christmas game
Since 111811
whipped
was led by Mrs. J. T. Taylor.. WMS will meet at the church William Britton, James Parker,
Griuullma's West Indies Molasses
% cup chopped
WHEN IT COMES to giftifig those you love wrap Molasses Fruit and Nut Bread Loaf
Guests were Mrs. Haskell at four pm. to prepare Christ- A. L Rhodes, and Claude Milmaraschino cherries
Smith, Mrs. Anita Smith, and mas baskets. After delivery the ler.
% cup chopped nuts
group will meet at the home Of
•••
Mrs. Avery liadrey.
hipped
cream.
in
Fold
maraevaporated
cup
milk
allspice
BUILDERS OF FINE
1 (10-inch) baked pastry
Mrs. Jackie Trees for a model
Other
members
present
were
schino
cherries
nuts
and
cup
boiling
water
1
it
teaspoon
whole
cloves
MILMORIAUI
shell
hour.
Dewey
Grogan,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Turn
Mavis
baked
into
pas‘ry
1
quick
rolled
cup
2%
oats
-inch
pieces
The eighth wedding anniverginger root
Pager WW
Combine gelatine and sugar
- Manager
•
•
•
Gibbs,
Mrs.
Eva
Curd,
until
chill
shell,
Garnish
firm.
Mrs.
unsulphured
Pat
%
cup
1
quart
vinegar
sary is traditionally known at
111 Maple St.
in top of double boiler. Stir in
7534512
Thompson,
whipped
additional
with
and
Mrs.
molasses
Friday,
Roble
3
Steecups water
December 211
the Bronze Anniversary
1 cup cold eggnog Place over
cream,
maraschino
pieces
of
tablespoon
The
I
salt
4 quarts 1-inch pumpkin 17Magazine Club will meet
boiling water and stir until*
cherry and, if desired. citron
5 cups sifted all-purpose
cubes (approximately a The January 14th meeting at at the home of Mrs. Ralph
gelatin and sugar are disleaves
-holly"
flour
5 to 6 pound pumpkin) one pm, will be held at the Woods at 2:30
solved.
pm. Mardbers
1 cup mixed candied
1 i6 ounce I can frozen borne of Mrs. Pat Thompson. note change
MOLASSES FRUIT AND
Remove from heat: stir in
in date.
fruit
Florida orange juice
NUT BREAD
rum flavoring and remaining
a••
12 cup chopped nuts
concentrate, thawed,
2 packages active dry
eggnog. Chill until slightly
2 tablespoons soft
undiluted
yeast
thicker than the consistency
the finest in leather.'
shortening
Combine suga r, spices,
12 cup warm water
of unbeaten egg white Fold in
Add yeast to warm water in
vinegar and water in 8-quart
The December meeting of the
a small bowl and let stand 3
kettle. Bring to boil; boil unto 5 minutes Stir to dissolve
til sugar dissolves. Add pump- Arts and Crafts Club was
Pour evaporated milk and
kin and orange juice concen- highlighted with the exchange
The Calloway County Teen
boiling water into a large
trate, bring to boil. Reduce of gifts at a luncheon at the Club met at the Calloway Counbowl with rolled oats, moheat; simmer unUI crisp ten- Holiday Inn.
ty Extension office last week
lasses and salt.
der (about 30 minutes).
Mrs. Carl Harrison was in with the president, Miss Judy
Stir yeast mixture and add
Spoon into hot sterilized charge of the arrangements. Kelso, presiding.
to molasses-oatmeal mixture. jars immediately and seal.
The table was attractively deBro. Hollis Miller, pastor of
Add half the sifted flour
Store in cool dry place. corated with Christmas favors the University Church of Christ,
and beat until blended. GradYield 4 quarts.
at each plate. The gifts were spoke on 'The Needs of Teenually add remaining flour
FLORIDA ORANGEplaced under a Christmas tree agers" for the program.
with fruit, nuts and shortenPUMPKIN CONSERVE
and were presented by numIt was announced that the
ing
2 oranges
bers corresponding to the num- Christmas party will be held at
Place in an oiled bowl, then
1 cup orange juice
Mayfield December 16.
ber on each favor.
invert the dough to bring the
2 quarts finely diced
The February meeting was
Mrs. Davy Hopkins, president,
oiled side up. Cover bowl and
pumpkin
let rise in a warm place
(approximately a 3- to presided. Fourteen members, discussed by the members. The
including one new member, next meeting will be held ou
(80 F. to 115 F ) 1 to 1% hours
4-pound pumpkin)
Mrs. Ragon McDaniel, were pre- the third Monday in January
or until doubled
teaspoon salt
All members are urged to atPunch down and divide
5 cups sugar
•••
tend.
dough in half Put each half
1 teaspoon cinnamon
All project records must be
•
into a greased 9 x 5 x 3-inch
1 Cup prepared
•
turned in by January 3. All
loaf pan. Let rise about 1 hour
Mincemeat
new stocking design will
A
or until dough reaches top of
1 clip pecan halves
"make obsolete" all conven- members be sure to submit
pan
these records as they are imWash oranges. Cut into tional types of wome
n's
Bake in 375 F oven 45 to
small pieces with rind_
hosiery by eliminating garter portant in determining the
50 minutes, or until well
county champion.
Combine orange pieces, bump and garter gap, its
manbrowned.
juice, pumpkin and salt in 4- ufacturer claims. Secret of
the
Remove from pans, cool on
quart saucepan. Cook unUI new stocking La something
EXPANDEX
Leopard, giraffe and tiger
rack. Yield. 2 loaves
pumpkin Ii tender (about 15
LTL. or Loop-the-Loop,
calked in print chair pads and neck rest
Whatever th• features a man wants in a
Note If desired, frost minutes). Add sugar. apices which the knitting
billfold, Comeo
of special pillows look like the real
has th• model for him. Choose from
thing
loaves with confectioners' and mincemeat; simmer until loops into the top or welt
th•se, and other
mean
and
add
zing
to
dens,
popular
dorms,
sugar glaze and decorate with
models .
mixture Is thick and glossy replacement of conventional
each with famous Cameo styling and
and recreation rooms. The
maraschino cherries
craftsmanship. We have them in on assortm•nt of qualoy
(about 21'minutes).
garters with a flat clasp. The chair pads
are
filled with shredPICKLED ORANGE
litath•rs, in latest colors.
Add petani the last 5 min- company said it expects to have
ded latex foam and reverse to
PUMPKIN
utes of cooking time.
Production up to 12 million black
corduroy
for more formal
5 cups sugar
Spoon into hot litirlillied pairs per year, starting with
$4.00 to $16.50
occasions. The neck rest pil2 (2-Inch) pieces stick
jars and seal at once.
Kees Getable
January deliveries
lows
have
removable
cinnamon
zipper
Store in cool dry place.
BOTTLED EGGNOG() Is a ready-made custard base for •
)Burlington Industries, 1430 covers and
are shaped for
I tablespoon whole
Yield 2 quarts
happy holiday version of the ever-popular Nesselrode pie
Broadway. New York. N.Y ).
watching television or reading

Liner-Parks Vows
Are Read Recently

Miss Rita Chaney
Presides At Meet
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na.

• ••

Paris Road Club
Has Luncheon Meet
At Roach Home

Mrs. W. A. Morris
Opens Home For
South Murray Club
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Northwood Institute

Different Approach to Higher Education :

FOR SALE
NOTICE
By JANICE TURNER
RECONDITIONED upright pi- NEWLY OPENED in Murray,
Central Press Association
a
ano. Phone 753-3123.
Correspondent
D-17-C studio specializing in weddings
•
WEST BADEN, Ind.---Imagtand fine portraiture. For ap
CAMERAS, CAMERAS, Cam- pointm
ine,
if
you
will, that before you
ant call TL13B'S STUDIO,
eras!!! New at Hollands. Konica 223 South
is an open file drawer and in
13th. 753-3007.
your hand is a folder labeled
Auto S-I, 35 mm range finder,
D IFNC
"Northwood Institute." (It's a
automatic electric eye, world
college, observing its tenth anfamous Fl. 8 Hexanon lens. SWAY MONDAY night, 5:00
niversary this year, and alHolland Drugs.
D-17-C p. m. to 10:00 p. m., '4 fried
ready has four campuses.) Your
chicken,
whipped
potatoes,
ENLARGERS. . . New
Hal- country gravy, oole slaw,
task, obviously, is to put the
By VERNON SCOTT
rolls
• lands . Ask for demonstration
folder under the right classifiand butter, $L00. Holiday Inn, UPI Hollywood Correspondent
of the Simon Omega. An encation.
Hwy. 641 South, Murray, Ky.
However, you soon discover
larger for every photographer.
-30-C
Dec.
HOLLYW
OOD
UPI
If you
that this Is an institution of
See it at Holland Drugs. D-174
spend
much
time among the tehigher learning which does not
ILECTEOLUX SALES& SaeATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES: vice,
fit easily into accustomed patBox 113 Murray, Ky., C. levision and motion picture stTry Ledger & Times Office Supterns.
IL Sanders. Phone 31123170. arts it doesn't take long to catply Department for your officeFirst you try to stick the
egorize the glamor girls, leadKy.
H-Dec.
1411mYili
-M-C
S
type needs. Magic Mending
folder into the space labeled
ing men, and comedians under
"Junior Colleges." It seems to
Tape, peas, adhesives, felt-tip SPECIAL CHRISTILtS GUT- a canopy adjective.
fit pretty well, but then you dis9 markers, paper, desk calendars, Murray Woman's Club cookFor instance certain actors
cover that three of the 13 curtelephone addrees books, house- books and Kentucky scenic are thorough
gentlemen: Gregriculums contained in the Norths hold budget books and many placemats. Call 436-2345 or 753- ory Peck,
Charlton Heston, Jack
wood folder won't fit there at
more items are available which 4490 for information. Dec.-13C Lemma',
Fred Astaire, Robert
all they are four-year courses
are well-suited for use in the
Stack,
James Stewart, Henry Foof study.
home. For instance, we have a PIANO tuning, 415.00 Leaches nda,
Cary Grant, Peter Lawford,
Next you try "Community
box of 500 check-lie envelopes Music and T.V. Phone 753-7575.
Colleges" since you understand
Richard Widmark.
D-17-C
for only $3.30. Remember the
that Northwood has drawn
Then there are the mercurial
place-The Ledger & Times Ofmany of its 1,700 students from
GET RID of pests, they won't guys: Rod Steiger, Ben Gazzara,
fice Supply.
D-18-NC leave on their own. Termites
communities near its four camgo Tony Franciosa, Yul Brynner,
puses. But this turns out to be
OLD FASHIONED, home made right on eating if you ignore Frank Sinatra, and yes, John
an even poorer fit. The registrabrittle, fresh daily. 50e package. them. Kelly's Pest Control is the Wayne.
tion cards of students from 32
Phone 753-7520 for free deliv- answer, locally owned and opOr, if you like, the incurable
states, plus those from 17 for.1 cry. Sponsored by UPC Youth crated for 20 years. We can be rebels: Lee Marvin, Richard Haeign countries, keep falling out
WASHINGTON, D.C.' -- A little too big for the
Department.
D-20-C reached 24 hours a day. If it's rris, Anthony Quinn, Paul NewPrincipal building of the West
of this area of the drawer.
a pest call us. Phone 753-3914. man, Warren
family
tree,
but
just
right
as
topper
a
for the National
• • •
Baden, Ind., campus of NorthBeatty, Robert CuROUND TABLE, love seat, or- Member Chamber of Commerce
wood Institute is this domed
NEXT you try "Business Collp, Peter Fonda, Robert Mitch- Christmas Tree in the background, is this king-size
gan stools and a few other and Builders Association LCPstructure, built in 1901 as a luxleges." That's even wors e.
ornament designed by A. L. Hart, General Electric
items. Phone 492-8594 after 195. Kelly's Pest Control, 100 um, Sidney Poitier andnewcomer
ury hotel. The 687-acre campus
Though it is true that all NorthDustin Hoffman.
lighting engineer.
6:00 p. in. Anytime Sunday.
So. 13th Street, phone 753-3914.
includes a nine-hole golf course.
wood courses of study have a
The word bellicose best deHart,
shown
here
Paulette
with
Dabbs
of the strong business emphasis,
D-17-C
At sift is Northwood PresidAnt
H-D-18-C scribes
Marlon Brand°, Burt LaNational Park Service, has planned lighting for the
and founder Arthur E. Turner,
Northwood isn't a business colCARPET colors looking dim? NEW ANTIQUE SHOP! Kain ncaster, Kirk Douglas and Petannual Pageant of Peace for the past six years.
lege. Fifty per cent of the reBring 'em back-give 'em vim. Tuck Trading Post. Owned and er Sellers.
campus. For instance, let's say
The four-foot-high ornament with its super bright quired credit hours-all in libUse Blue Lustre! Rent electric operated by Kain Tuck TerriThe above are most often seen
a boy has always been crazy
lamps will top a 74-foot spruce studded with 4,000 eral arts- -keep falling out of
0 shampooer $1. Tidwell's Paint tory. Inc, Fabulous array of In these postures on the
about cars. He chooses the
the folder when placed under
sets of
blue and green lamps and 200 gold "snow flowers." this
Store.
Northwood of Indiana campus,
D-21-C manhandle.. Located two miles movies or television shows when
classification.
Fifty-seven smaller trees representing states and
is installed in one of the carnorth of Kain Tuck Territory, the pressure is on.
"Church -Sponsored ColCLEAN carpets with ease, Blue
peted and redecorated rooms of
three miles south of Kentucky
territories will be dressed in blue and gold lights with leges"? No.
Loose is the word for Dean
Lustre makes the job a breeze.
the former luxury hotel which
"Tax - Supported Colleges"?
Dam, on Hwy. 641. Next to Martin, Dick Van Dyke,
three-inch gold spheres to spread the sparkle.
Rowan
Rent electric shampooer $1. Bob's
is now the college's principal
No.
Smorgasbord. Open 7 and Martin, Andy Griffith,
Located in a park between the White House and
Western Auto Store.
Jim
building, and starts going to his
D-21-C days a week, 10 to 4.
You finally find a berth for guess, but not my business.For ags- Nabors, Walter Matthau.
the Washington Monument, the trees will be Northwoo
freshman classes.
d under "Private Co-1
call 502427-9948.
And not many years earlier,
FORD-FERGUSON Tractor. ExFor intensity, its difficult to
dedicated December 16 by President Johnson.
educational Liberal Arts Turner himself had
He takes English composifelt the
D-31-C beat Jack Webb, Raymond Burr,
cellent condition. With new
Schools," but even then you fi- frustration that
tion, economics with an emplagues
many
blade, new five foot bush hog
Sean Connery, Richard Burton,
phasis on the blessings of the
nally conclude
HELP WANTED
and one row cultivator. Call
set, Raquel Welch, Jill St. John, will produce an original film is unique and that Northwood college freshmen and sopho- American
Tony Curtis.
system of free enterwind up your task mores: "When are they going to
111 753-8210.
D-18-C WANTED: Cook for preparing
The ladies are a bit more di- Sharon Tate and Senta Berger. musical "His Own Dark City" by making a subclassification let me learn what I
prise I, business mathematics
came
to
Of them all, male and female, to be released by Universal
and history of transportation.
evening meal for 1 adult and 2 fficult to classify. Some are iron
... labeled simply "Northwood."
learn?"
35 WEANING PIGS
Phone
What makes Northwood difRight away he is involved in
children at your home or mine. butterflies, as tough as any man the most fascinating and com- United Artists plans to release
753-4904.
D-15-C
Here, Turner realized, was promoting an auto
ferent?
show under
Phone 753-8756.
D-17-C who ever lived. Others are the plex are the funny people, the 33 pictures next year.
On any of the four campuses what educators love to call a that great dome.
LOVELY
Corduroy
sweet young things they appear comedians and comediennes who
dons.
"felt
need."
Why
couldn't
there
RELIABL
E
at
MAN
Alma
to
•
• •
and Midland, Mich.,
sell feed to be.
spend their lives at the most
Phone 753-3616.
D-23-C
in Cedar Hill, Tex.. and in West be a liberal arts college for stusupplement and home products
;Sr EXT TERM the student
Among the great ladies on the difficult job in the world-making
dents
going
into
business,
a
colBaden,
CHILDS ANTIQUE maple roll- in this county. Must have car
Ind.
the visitor's guide
continues taking the standard
people laugh.
Before a State House was
lege where business courses
top desk with swivel chair. or light truck: $100.00 weekly screen right now are Audrey
Funny on and off camera are erected in 17th _century Con- speaks of "the Northwood phi- would be planned by tUisiness- collegiate courses for freshmen,
Hepburn,
Julie
Andrews,
Deborioessphy.".
.'The
college represents
Newly
refinished. Excellent enured income to start. For inplus a course called "OrganizaBob Hope, Jerry Lewis and Bud- necticut, the governor and his an articulati
on of that philoso- men ? And where students could tion and Management of the
condition. $50.00. Phone 753- terview call Mr. Tull at Holi- ah Kerr Doris Day Patricia dy
council met in church meeting
Hackett.
get
busy
right
away
at
the
Neal,
Ingrid
phy.
the
guide
Berman, Lucille Bawill say, and that
6686.
Automotive Dealership."
D-19-C day Inn, 7 to 9 or write M.
Plunged into apparent despair halls or taverns.
philosophy is what makes technical courses'
P. 0. Box 2447 Memphis, Tenn. ll.
At the end of two years, he
are
Jackie
OLIVER 60 Tractor and 12 foot
Gleason,
Northwoo
Red
Turner
Skelton
d different.
discussed his ideas receives an
There is a far-out contingent
associate degree and
ITC
•
•
•
and
Jack
Benny.
with
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00.
a young .friend, Gary is
which matches talent with a penfitted for a middle-manageTexas has about 38.000 miles
THE
Stauffer,
"Northwood philosophy"
Thoughtful and intellectually
Phone 436-5444.
and soon the first ment position
WANTED TO BUY
TFC
chant for eccentricity: Mia Farin an auto dealerof farm-to-market and ranch- was
born in 1959, the brainchild Northwood Institute, at Alma,
included are Groucho Marx and to-marke
ship. Or he may elect to go on
t roads,
BEAUTIFUL CINNAMON brown WANTED: Looking for large row, Katharine Hepburn, Shelley Bill Cosby.
of a Michigan educator, Arthur Mich., was in operation. In the
and
•
take
•
•
a baecalaureate degree
miniature AKC poodle, male, Duncan Phyte dining room ta- Winters, Barbra Streisand, VanE. Turner. Turner, then only 28 almost 10 years since, the
There'8 something to be said
in business management.
5 months old, shots, outstand- ble with 6 chairs. Phone 436- essa Redgrave, Faye Dunaway.
years old, believed that a new "Northwood philosophy" has
of
performe
All
rs in general, howevthe
curriculums
are
Texas was the 45th state to kind of higher education
Perhaps the most interesting
ing, $75.00. Phone 753-2234 a. in. =89.
could proved so sound that in addition planned this way.
D-17-C
Performing
bunch of actresses are the swing- er, they are never dull-even when set up a highway department he of service.
to the four campuses in the
or after 6:00 p. m.
13-19-C
arts
students act, hotel and resWANTED: Firewood delivered. ers, among them Elizabeth Tay- they're talking about themselves, but leads the nation in progBusinessmen, he knew, were extensionUnitedStates,
S
e
tre
Li m
aa
r7
taurant management students
ress on an interstate road sys- often something leas thanPe
THREE-BEDROOM
brick on Please call 753-7548.
centers at ru,
D-21-P lor, Julie Christie, Mamie Van which is most of the time.
plan kitchens, advertising stutem.
Keeneland Drive, large den,
pleased with their young em- and Quito, Ecuador, The West
Doren, Ann-Margaret, Kim Kovdents write ads.
• • •
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Bit Parts: Jack Albertson has
two ceramic bathe, utility, outployes. Their complaints Baden campus is the latest, now
ak, Natalie Wood, Britt Wand,
Northwood instructors are
been inked to co-star in Pandro
Skit storage, patio, carpeted,
ranged from "They don't seem in its second academic year.
BRICK HOUSE Mum bedrooms Tuesday Weld.
not only academicians; the
All current world game fish- to know what running a thinBerman's production "Justice"
central heat and air. TransferMany
Northwoo
d
students Northwood philosophy demands
There is a group who are just
two batha. custom drumlin
records for blackfin tuna ness means" to "They're trained have a
at 20th Century-Fox
able 6% VA loan. Phone 753strong bent for a par- that faculty members hay exJimmy ing
and carpet Aroma:bout Mr plain beautiful : Jacaueline BisWebb and his canopy productions were set in Berumda's waters. for some kind of business, I ticular field when they come to pertise as well.
6803.
D-19-P 1100. Call Tifiaff17 kr

TV Stars
Ar
e Easily
. ,
Categonzea

dar to keep

Start Yule Pageant of Peace

a

I

4

V

FINE
.1
Miaow
753-2612

PIANO NEEDS HOME: We'll
transfer this lovely spinet to
responsible party. You can save
over $30000 by assuming small
payment contract. Write before
0 we send truck. Home Office,
Joplin Piano, Joplin, Mo.
D-19-P

emelleit.
nestwc
TWO-STORY BRICK, close to
town and university, 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, screened in
porch, 2 fireplace', 753-3493.
Jan.-&C

M

BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick
home. Dining room, family
room, GE kitchen, including disposal and dishwasher. Large lot,
fenced back yard. Upper tem.
Calrfo-f appointment to see
after 5:00 p. in. and weekends,
TFC
TOE YOUR ALTERATIONS end 753-3123.
>REFACES or REMODELING.
FOR RENT
TREE 41115511111P-8. Call 75341111
or 436-4661,
Dec.-17.0 ONE-BEDROOM furnished apartNOTICE: We repaire all makes ment, available January 1, 1969,
Vacuum cleaners, toasters, mix- one block from college camers, irons, heaters, all small pus. Couples only. Phone 753
TFC
appliances. Ward & Eking, 409 5553.
Maple.
Dec.-31-C THREE-ROOM unfurnished du,plex apartment. Electric heat,
one block from downtown. Mature lady preferred Phone 75$1299.
-ForD-17-C
INSURANCE & REAL
UNFURNISHED 2 - bedroom
ESTATE & MORTChAG
brick flat at 706 Payne. Electric heat, air-conditioned, carLOANS
port, fenced back yard. Phone
See ...
753-2335.
D-19-C
SPANN & WILSON
205 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. NICE SLEEPING rooms for
TFC boys, 1 block from campus. Call
753-6425 or 753-5962. Jan-15-NC

•

WHY NOT MAKE THIS
A

CLOTHING
CHRISTMAS

3

If yol!
.
.vould like to gift wrap your male in
luxury, then decide now to give him what
he would appreciate most ... a new SUI T.
Choose from our wide and varied
selections of famous brand men's
clothing. Welhave all the very latest in
fabrics, colors, and styles. Suits from
$60.00 to 5165 00 Sport coals from
$29.95 to $65.00 Ton coats and popular
"All Weather- Coats with ,zip.out lining
(by Alligator) from $24.95 to $85 00.
Slacks in cotton, wool and worsteds,from
$5.95 to $2 7.50. We also have that
amazing new Stay-Pressed fabric in slacks
that are truly wash and wear . . never
never need ironing. Wash 'em, Dry 'em
and Wear 'em. Also &sellable in better,
dress slacks.

um

FOR RENT OR LEASE
AVAILABLE JANUARY I

am•o
other
and
)olity

.1\T'

"NAT CD IR,1_1L) op,

hristmas Gift

WENMARANER puppies, AKC
litter, 1 male, 2 female. Phone
753-4647.
D-19-C
- SERVICE94-OFFERIO

ther!

SI6.50

TIMES - MURRAY, KENT
UCKY

Buie•Selli rtaefl
/0,RentRI
/11
MOON ME

th

arble

&

- RESISTOL HATS-

ARROW SHIRTS

BEAU BRUMMEL TIES

Dress and Sport Shir tx in a wide selection of
coll.r sty let and colors We have those new
"Stay-Preesed'• shirts that never, never need
ironing. From 55 SO.

Here is where you'll find the Tie that he'll
proudly weer. Wools, silks, blends in solids,
prints strides FromS1.50

CATAL INA SWEATERS
SWANK JEWELRY SETS
Top name in jewelry fashions in gold or silver
tones Cuff links, tie bars, tie-tics, key chains,
money clips, belt buckles, From $1.00

LEATHER GLOVES
SILK POCKET SQUARES
Final touch for the impeccable male
pooket squares .
dashing accents in colorful
designs, with hand rolled hem Wide selection
$1.50

Here is where you will find a helt bonanza.
Genuine leather in all the popular styles and
widths. Also genuine alligator Priced from
Si 56

FREE ... To Be Given Away
Christmas Eve
Bart Schaffner & Marx
SPORT ENSEMBLE
$115.00 Value
- AND Bart Schaffner & Marx
SUIT a Value of $135.00

WELDON PAJAMAS

All Gifts Are Beautifully Gift
VVrapperl
FREE,
In Our Famous

GOLD BOX
With The

GOLD BOW!

In Doubt? Give a

stairs, can be used for Office apace. Living quarters, storage, etc. Convenient location. Lots of
parking area. Runs from 4th to 5th on Elm St.
If interested, see Grayson McClure, Box 362,
Murray, Ky. Phone, days, 753-1372, nights 43664.83.
DI7,1 8.20

Luxurious supple calfskin or suede Tan, brown
or black Gloves for dress, drrving or sportsweer.
Prices begin at $3.95

Big select ions of comfortable paRensis in a voriety
of styles Wash 'n Wear polyester and tricot
luxury pajamas. Boxer waist pants From $5.00

PARIS LEATHER BELTS

Building and lot, suitable for many uses. Presently used by Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Nice living quarters upstairs, Iota of room down1

Biggest selection of the best looking sweaters
we've ever had. Pullovers in turtleneck, crew
neck and V-neck Cardigans. bulky or smooth
knits. From $9.00

GIFT CERTIFICATE
-let them make 'their own
selection! 's

Hart Schaffner & Marx
510 W. MAIN
MURRAY, K
OPEN NIGHTS 'TIL CHRISTMAS EVE
wevellIsPINWRISSIERRIREP

•
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Tobacco
litEE • •
Sales Totals
Are Reported

•

Ketalateed Prom Pape 11

TIMES

—

(Continued Frees Pees 1)

(Continued Frees Page 11

New Hong Kong Industry
A Very Light One, Indeed

TUESDAY — DECEMBER 17, 1980

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

SEEN & HEARD ... ACTION TAO... Rites Sunday For
Puma Woman,
Mrs. Thompson

Market Report

•

&

Hospital Report

. 100
Census — Adults
Came — Nursery
•
3
Adralseises, December 15, INN
ColMrs. Muriel Saar, 1808
lege Farm Road, Murray; Mrs.
Funeral services for Mrs. Dorothy
Warren, L.ranville;
Daisy E. Thompson of Puryem Mrs. Mary Jo Hendrickson and
Rt. 3 were held Suntky at 3 baby girt, 100 Morning Side
p.m. at
Purytar Met hodia Dr., Benton; Mrs. Mary E.
Church. Rev F. L Clement of °menu', Route 3, Paducah;
the Puryear Methodist Chord Mrs. L'Idine Evans, 011 North
officiated. Btighl was In the 10th Street, Murray; Herbert
cemetery.
Ridgeway Key, 1302 Kniwood Drive,
church
Morticians hid charge of al Marra7; Mrs. Patsy Walker, Rt.
1, Mayfield; Master Steven Hatarra ngements.
Mrs. Thompson died at 5:15 ton, 822 Sharpe Street, Mura.m. Saturday at the horns of ray; Master Roy Hatton, $22
Sharpe Street, Murray; Baby
her daughter. She was 83.
Born Nov. 23, 1885 in Henry boy Troupe, College Station
County the daughter of Jams* MSLJ, Murray; Jesse C. Culver,
A. Atkins and Melina litiesedble Dexter; Mrs. Bettie Z. Parker,
Atkins. She was married I. 322 Irvin Street, Murray; Mrs.
George F. Thompson and he Ada Hubbard, 100 South lith
preceded her in death July 14, *Teat, Murray; Mrs. Clover
Hazel;
Jessie
163. She was a member of Scarborough,
Stem, Route 5, Murray; Dallas
Puryear Methodist Church.
Dick, Haul.
She is survived by two
Dianism is
daughters, Mra. Bernal Broach of
Mrs. Joyce Walls, 403% So.
Rt. 3 Puryear and Mrs. Robbie Ind
Street, Murray; Mrs. Doris.
Grubbs of Rt. 3, one son, Atkins thy
Provine, Box 1, Hazel; MauThompson of Puryser; Ix rice Humphrey, Route 4, Mur
sisters, Mrs. Mavis Odra of Tay; Mrs. Virginia Pogue, 410
Paducah, Mrs. Fmacs. Bay of Mouth Ilth Street, Murray;
Rt. 2, Purpor, Mts. Gisela Master Roy Hatton, 822 Sharpe
Gallimore, Paris, Mrs. Beulah Street, Murray; Mrs Mary Like,
Robinson of Rt. 1 Purism, Mira Box 8, Hazel,
Eunice Dale and MIL Erna Duey
both of Puryear; one brother,
Carlton Atkins of Purymr, de
nine
great
grandchildren,
grandchildren.

8.7 per cent said -if the couple, a four floor hospital will be
I built into the first two floors.
respect each other".
i Also. Garrison explained, the
In case you wonder, the totals first floor will be built for esexceed 100 per cent because of 1 panded administration, medn•al
records, pharmacy, etc. lie +omultiple responses,
mitted that more space than
Whether you agree or disagree, will be immediately needed
at least the young folks have will be on the first floor, how.
thoughts on the subject. Then ever, he pointed out, when the
too, they are able at this time,' turd floor is constructed, no
to view the questions entirely further splice for administrat
ion will be needed. This will
from an objective viewpoint,
also be true for the fourth floor,
Thinking seriously on the sub- he continued.
It was generally agreed_ by
ject of marriage at this age,
could possibly prevent mistakes all present, that it would be
in the future.
good to have more beds in this
first phase of the program,
The results of this poll thojesi. however, as a "package deal"
es too our thinking, in that it was acceptable.
Garrison explained that planlove and respect are basic for
a happy marriage. If one or ning started two and one-half
the other is missing, trouble years ago with professional condevelops. Probably a couple sultants and architects hired by
could get by easier with respect the board. Two years ago the
and no love, better than they proposed addition would have
could with love and no respect. cost one million dollars and today it will cost one and oneWe cense into our own Sunday half million. It is for this reanight when we decided we son, he continued, that it is
would just whip up • pretty imperative that the local groups
Fire Death Knell
good supper. Fortunately no concerned get together on a
GREEN RIVER—IS
NEW YORK—Fur in the one was too hungry anyway, so plan of action.
Henderson
401,101 41 25
Dr. Charles Clark, Chief of
S. claims an Aierage of one we figured we bad nothing to
U
42 8111
Madisonville
Staff of the hospital, pointed
lose.
43
Inever/
the
life
minutes.
TOTAL
LOW 42.M
out that it is not feasible to
surance Information Institute
place beds on the ground floor
reports. In 1967. 12200 persons We leek into the freezer sod
there was a frozen box of mace since no nursing stations are
died bs fire
row and cheese. We have learn- located on the ground floor.
ed to read the clirections on the The idea is to tie in the second floor with existing nurspackage.
Accidental Verdicts
Federal State Market News
ing stations, thus utilizing a
NEW YORK—Accidents took
Service 12-1748 Kentucky PurViolations Prove Costly
The directimts said to boil two service already in existence.
chase Area Hog Market Report the lives of 112,000 Americans
quarts of water. We found a Setting up a new nursing statNEW
YORK—Nine out of
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
InformaInsurance
the
in 1967.
glass pitcher that said one pint ion on a first floor would mean every 10 fatal highway crashes
Receipts 1315 Head, Barrows tion Institute reports. The onls
an
approxihiring
additional
on it but we couldn't Term:
in 1967 involved driving violaand Gins 25e Higher. Sown bigger killers were heart disease.
ber bow many pints were in a mately 40 people, he said. J. tions.
Steady to 25e Higher
the Insurance Informacanter and strokes
Montgomery, Hospital
quart. However it came to us Field
US 2-3 190-340 Um $18 75-19.25,
Administrator concurred in thn tion Institute reports. Accidents
that
the
plastic
thing
that
holds
Few 1-2 $1950;
attributed to speeding were
fruit juice holds two quarts so thinking.
US 2-4 200-340 lbs $18 00-18 75
blamed for 16,700 of the 53,100
The ice-desert of Antaretia this crisis was cooeuered.
Patient floors nave to tie conUS 24 230-260 lbs $17 25-18 00 sustains leas life than any othfatalities.
to
venient
the
nursing
station,
75-17.50
$18
US 3-4 250-280 lbs
er desert area investigated on
Didn't seem like much macaro- laboratory, x-ray, etc. they
SOWS:
earth.
• • •
ni to us. but we dumped it in pointed out.
US 1-2 270-300 lbs $14 00-15 25
The primary problem, it do--the meeting had been good to
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $13 25-14 25
Mexico's Tarahurnara Indi- the boiling water and stirred it
US 2-3 400-800 lbs $13.00-13.75 ans compete in barefoot races around for a while, then the veloped in the meeting last clear the air of misunderstandthat often continue for 48 thought struck us that we had night, was not the design of the ings, and that communicates
done this before and had near- new addition, but how much in general between the CoIt cost an average $349 to re- hours
• • •
ly met disaster trying to drain the city would pay and how mission, the Council and the
move a gall bladder in 1967,
The inhabitants of some vil- the water off of the stuff. Be- much the county would pay on Court had been improved.
compared with $234 in 1955.
• • •
County Attorney Robert Millages of the High Atlas section ing highly imaginative however, approximately $13,000 which
Alabama placed 2.164 handi- of Morocco spice their morning we dug around and found the the hospital believes it will ler said that if any progress is
deep fat fryer thing and pour need each year to meet bond to be made, proper respect must
capped persons in employment coffee with pepper.
• • •
be given for each other's °Meed the contents of the pan in- payments.
during fiscal 1968.
• • •
The one million in bonds for lons.
If all Antarctica's ice melted, to it. The macaroni had swellThe first free public school the level of the earth's seas ed or something, because we the new proposed addition, will
in California was opened in would rise enough to flood had about five times what we be paid off by the revenues
San Francisco on April 8. 1850 coastal cities
from the hospital. The paystarted off with.
ments are expected to be $76,The directions said to mix the 000 per year. The hospital oflittle can of cheese in and stir ficials say they can meet this
It all in. We dumped the ma payment with the exception of
caroni in a bowl and it over- about $13,000 which they are'
flowed Got a bigger bowl and asking the city and county ni
the same thing happened Fin- pay.
The entire problem, apparally we get a huge plastic Wel
and this held it well. We swirl- ently, is what percentage the
ed the cheese around in it and city will pay and what percent
got it all mixed up but by this age the county will pay.
The fiscal agent suggested 60
time the 'tuff had cooled off ss
we stuck d in the oven. We per cent for the county and 40
did have the presence of mind per cent for the city, since this
to transfer it to a Pirex dish. is the way the present bond isIn all we messed up six differ- sue is set up. The Fiscal Court
ent dishes and things to cook balked at this figure however.
and has turned down a 50-30
the stuff.
proposal. They lean toward a
Fried scene French fries, a t 49 per cent for the county and
which we are getting to be an 51 per cent for the city.
The city and county own the
expert, fixed some toast and
hot tea, for a change Tasted hospital jointly and are actualpretty good, however we would ly responsible for the entire
not recommend this in case of $76.000 payment, however the
company. That is, unless the hospital is of the opinion it can
raise $63,000 each year.
wife fixes it right.
County Attorney Robert 0.
The only time we ran into Miller suggested that the per,
trouble was when we poured tentage be figured on a pro
the grease out of the pan into rata basis, that is, on the ui•
A Hong Kong randlemakist wraps • lesierhing timidly." ter
a container. Missed the con- come of the city and on the inshipment abroad. k is one ed the New netreiry madiss.
tainer and the grease poured come of the county.
----iv STIPA Mir - ----•
111-bver the -rooster-top. T661f -Sifter alengthy -discussion the
Written Especially for Cesar& Press and This Newspaper
us fifteen minutes to clean this group approved a motion to
IN THE MIDDLE of the table, a pale green figurine glows with up. If there is anything that •s • have County Judge Hall Mca soft, hypnotic radiance. Curls of thin smoke from a flickering hard to get up, it is grease : Cuiston, Mayor Holmes Ellis,
flame fill the air with a fragrance compounded of perfume and a
Fortunately it was all on the County Attorney Robert Miller
hint of incense
counter
and none got on the and Commission Member, AtThe atmosphere is heavenly, for a goddess is present Kwan
torney Nat Ryan Hughes mect
floor
Yin, the goddess of mercy. The goddess is a wax candle and the
and draft a proposal which
glow is truly golden. Kwan Yin candles are proving immensely
popular and the Chinese goddess today is to be found in thousands Husbands have a difficult time would be acceptable to both
the city and the county.
of homes all over the world_
This proposal will state how
Deceptively jade-like. This 10-inch novelty candle one of scores
About 50 No blooming dog- much of the $13,000 each body
of models manufactured in Hong Kong- has lighted up a whole
wood trees at Valley Forge, will pay each year.
new industry for the tiny British crown colony.
• • •
Pa, form one of the world's
At the conclusion of t h e
MARK V International, one of Hong Kong's biggest manufac- Most magnificent floral dis- meeting last night, several preturers, has been inundated with orders to the point where they plays
sent expressed the thought that
find it difficult to cope with the demand. Yet only five years ago..
Mark V's candle factory was a dilapidated "shack" in the rural
New Territoriei. employing. a
ger. Warner Fung who has
handful of workers
An inspiration to produce been respcnsible for many of
more elaborate figurine candles the candle designs, and who
Kwan Yin. the -laughing points out that "This is because
Buddha," famous figures from Japan relies heavily on maChinese legend as well as West- chine; while we depend A lot
ern subjects brought the com- on the manual touch
Prices for Hong Kong canpany world-wide recognition
dles are reasonable, but not
and, most important. orders.
'dreams;
In all. Mark V's factory has cheap Warner
• • •
expanded 15 times and business
ALL THE raw materials
has quadrupled in the past five
are
years Their annual sales are parafin, wax and scents
imported, mainly from the Unitestimated at $297,000
ed Kingdom. America and Indo• • •
nesia.
YET DESPITE phenomenal
Hong Kong reputedly turns
rise the company still manages out more than 200 types
of
quota.
export
its
to
adhere
to
candles, ranging from the more
-We have to," explains Alan mundane tapers
and spirals to
Sampson. managing director, representation of
Chinese deivery
a
selling
are
we
'because
ties and famous figures from
that
market
-a
market
high
Chinese mythology
wax ob,,nly quality goods can pene- jects that are expected
to top
trate
81.155,000 in exports this year
America and the United KingThe more elaborate ones are
dom absorbed nearly three used primarily for decorative
quarters of Hong Kong's 1,825.- purposes and are rarely lit, but
President-elect Richard M.
P11-INAUGURATION CHAT
000 candles exports last year
if you are feeling extravagant
talks with Gov. George Romney of Michigan in
Nixon
A
Hong
Yin
KVCATI
that
candlelight dinner
It is in quantity
Washington Romney will be secretary of liaising :Ind
Kong lags far behind Japan provides just the right touch of
i'vban Development in Hilton'. Cabinet
mansopulence,
and
mystery
,
esplaina the company's

District Advancement Committee, conducted the Court of
Bettor.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Dave Fisher, Markt Scout
seaHere are the weekly and
of the Chief
Commissioner
sonal dart tdoacco sales' tables Chennubby District, presented
foe the week ending Dec. 13 as the Troop Charter to Richard
reported by the state DepartNesbitt, chairman of the Troop
ment of Agriculture:
Committee, who accepted it in
WEEKLY
the name of the Rawl Parent.
ONE SUCKER-3I
Teacher Association, sponsor of
Pounds Average the troop.
Markets
NO REPORT
Members of the Troop Corn
Franklin
06,051 42.54 mined and leaders were called
Mayfield
2=131 MN forward, recognized, end given
Murray
1,024,640 51.67 their charge of responsibility
Russellville
1,50,1125 MAI by Mr. Fisher.
TOTAL
The members are Richard
Nesbitt, chairman; Eldridge
Green River-36
177,580 4121 Goa, Hoyt McClure, Billy Max
Henderson
C23 794 CI 28 Erwin, and Walter Byers, cornMadisornolle
1111,264 42.M mien; Maj Robert Waters.
TOTAL
(Bet), Scoutmaster; Bennie Simmons, assistant scoutmaster.
Maj. Waters expressed thanks
ONE SUCKER—IS
Needs Average to Eagle Scout Bob Bear, Senior
Marken
NO REPORT Patrol Leader of Troop 45, MurFranklin
436,059 42.54 ray. who assisted Troop 73 in
Mayfield
222,126 40 94 the conduct of this Court of
Murray
1,074,640 51 87 Honor.
Russellville
1.773.820 1811
TOTAL
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INVITED TO T-H-E WEDDING-Mrs. Koyoshi Jitodai tlefti
holds her invitation as her mother, Mrs. Hisae Kumini of
Tokyo, helps her don the kimono. in Seattle, which she will
wear at the Dec. 22 wedding of Miss Julie Nixon and David
Eisenhower. Tricia's mother, Mrs. Richard Nixon, helped
Mrs. Jitodai come to the U.S. after they met in Tokyo during
a Nixon state visit in 1953 when he was vice r-esident.

•

negotiator Averell Harriman
U.S. AND SOUTH VIETNAM REACH AGREEMENT Chief U.S.
Vice President Nguyen
Vietnamese
South
and
1.
center
Vance
Cyrus
deputy,
(left), his
Can Ky grin widely as they tell newsmen in Paris they have agreed on a new seating
(Cablenhoto,
plan to offer the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong at the peace talks.
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Elemitau l,„ION'S
BATES

Mark VI
Tool'N Tape Kit

Olivetti Underwood's
Permanent Portables

TELEPHONE
INDEXES

dal heft)
Kumini of

'13170adNo
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•

h she will
and David
helped

cyo during
•esident.

Olivetti Underwood's Permanent Portables always haws
Catalog No. 7051
This kit contains 1 Mats VI Label maker, a giant letter embossing
wheel 3 magazines of .4" tapes
Ired black. woodgrain), 2 magazines le.- tapes (red and black), and
a carrying case
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All of these traditions of Christmas are wrapped up in one. The true spirit of Christmas is most happily expressed in the exchange of greetings. "Have a Merry Christmas." That
says it all -- the heartfelt hope for good things for others, the good feeling that prevails, the
happiness of the season rising above problems and crises, the wish to give and to share all
the holiday joys and blessings.
As a special custom that symbolizes the spirit of Christmas, the exchange of greetings
takes many forms_ "Merry Christmas" Ls said'person-to-person, with smiles of,gladness,
wherever friends and family meet. -Merry Christmas" is the message of millions of greeting cards which travel across the miles. And -Merry Christmas" is the theme of today's
edition of this newspaper, in which businessmen of the community offer their special greetings and good wishes, their words of appreciation to patrons and friends.
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A Joyous Chrtstmas
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Take these flowers. ertutt.'d with dew-drops.
As a lovma pft from me:

May thy heart reflect their brtghtness
And thy Christmasjoyous be!
Flowers Speak Language of Love
In Modern or Victorian Era
Like holly, ivy and mistletoe, flowers share in the legend and lore of Christmas. In
terms of the Victorian era,
the floral legend is an especially meaningful one.
A Victorian lady who received a bouquet from her
admirer could either smell it
or read it as if it were a letter. Often. It was a letter.
Young engaged couples,
strictly chaperoned. found a
way to communicate words
of affection via flowers Each
flower had a special meaning
Flowers in sequence could
be used to spell out a fervent
pledge of love To help in
composing — and translating — these messages, there
were numerous tiny dictionaries listing flowers and their
meanings
The flowering honeysuckle.
for instance, spoke of "bonds

of love." A red rosebud told
a lady that she was -pure and
lovely." Red double pink
meant "woman's love." And
heliotrope carried a bold
message. "I love you."
This Victorian language of
flowers greatly influenced
the design of Christmas cards
of the tame — witness the
card illustrated here, from
the Norcross Historical Collection of antique cards
The lush summer blooms
are typical of the Victorian
admiration of flowers, regardless of the season
Though sentiments may be
expressed differently, flowers
still bloom on modern Christmas cards A current card
offers one example Poinsettias flower on a background
of mistletoe, and the message
reads. 'Just for you, honey,
all my love at Christmas."

Churches
Celebrate
Holy Day
With special services,
churches of this community
celebrate Christmas — a holiday that is, first of all, a holy
day. Festivals of light, music
and prayer are dedicated to
the birth of a Holy Child in
Bethlehem, nearly two thousand years ago.
For Christian believers,
each of these — light, music,
orayer—has a special meaning associated with Christmas.
"And lo, the star, which
they saw in the east, went belore them, till it came and
stood ores where the young
child was. When they saw the
star, they rejoiced with exceeding great joy." Matthew
2.-9-10.
The Star that guided the
Wise Men shines as symbol
of Christ, the Light of the
world, and it in turn is symbolized by all the bright lights
that twinkle at Christmas
oday.
,
Candlelight services reflect
the radiance of the holiday,
in Christian observances everywhere
"And suddenly tfiere was
with the angel a multitude
of the heavenly host praising
God, and saying, Glory to
God in the highest, and on
earth peace, good will toward
men." Luke 2 13-14.
Since the angelic chorus
brought"glad tidings of great
Joy" to shepherds watching
In the fields, hymns and carols of rejoicing have told of
the wonder and glory of
Christmas.
That the words of the angels composed the first of all
Christmas c rots is a thought
repeated
n and again in
favorite
3 of the season.
"Hark'. the Herald Angels
Sing" makes this thought its
theme, rid another familiar
carol, It Came upon the
Midnight Clear," is deecited to
"that glorious song of old,"
an the night when "the world
in solemn stillness lay to hear
the angel. sing."
Christmas music in the
churches celebrates the Joy
of the Nativity
"And when they were
come into the house, they
saw the young child with
Mary his mother, and fell
down,-and worshipped heir."
Matthew 2 11
"And the shepherds re-turned, glorifying and praising God for all the things
that they had heard and
seen, as it was told unto
them." Luke 2.20.
Thus wrote two of Christ's
disciples. Matthew and Luke,
telling of the awe and wonder, the joy and reverence
experienced alike by wise
men and shepherds.
Especially at Christmas, in
church services and private
devotions, Christians give
prayerful thanks to God, for
the miracle of the manger

At

ACTING OL'T THE .s-TORY Of THE NATIVITY.,
,,itinguters pity
the role of angel. in the atristriass pageant at St. Croix, Virgin
Islanin.,Traditional wherever the holiday is relebrated„ the atrial.
ma. pageant hap history in religiou• drama. Photo by Nettles—
Photo Researchers: from editors of F.ncsclopedia Anserieana.

needs a tobacco pouch. A hairconscious teen-ager needs a bag
for her curlers. A student an
your list mods and individual
laundry bag, ' - •
Gift consultant folks at Plaff
Sewing Machine say the way to
make a good bee starts with
keeping a sharp eye out for new
and =usual fabrics. By this meaand fill with favorite tobacco,
nt:
By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
Fake furs, multi-colored and Embroidered stretch iersey cursee-through plastics, leatherett- ler bag. Since it is stretchable
NEW YORK UPI - Sew up your es, stretch jerseys, and those it will hold lots of regular rollers or the new super junibo size.
Christmas shopping chores for new washable felts,
under $100 by listing the names
With gift recipient in mind Pockets on the bag will bold other hair fixings.
and then beside each his or her buy appropriate trimmings
with
The list of bag ideas, in fact,
approximately one yard of fabIs Is long as your imagination.
"Bag" now is what "thing" ric for each bag.
used to be. And "thing" is what
A eig-zag sewing machine ad- You can also enclose any comparatively inexpensive gift wit/lone formerly called interest or justs to each type and
finish of
bobby.
fabric. For the ladies on the list, et special bag.
For example, a pretty piece of
If you have a sewing machine add embroidery and flowery molingerie will look expensive and
you can use this "bag" theme nograms. Straight designs
and
to create a series of gifts for bold initials will do it for the frivolous if you deliver it in its
own fake fur bag or envelope,
friends and tensity. If you are men.
And for children? What better
one of the three out of five womHere are some ways the Chrien who don't sew, perhaps you stmas "bag" idea might shape bag then a type to keep toys in.
,This might call for a series of
can get a sewing friend to help. up your gift list:
First you consider each per- See-through plastic button, ro- bags, if one believes in keeping
sot' on the list, you'll soon find k or sea shell bag. Decorate American homes neat,
In fiction, at least, every child
yourself thinking of each one's with kookie buttons and zig-sag
who ever ran away from home
raid_
Uncle or cousin collects rocks, Leatherette monovrammed to- put his things in a tag on the end
of a stick before trudging away
sea shells or buttons Another
bacco pouch. Line with plastic from home.
friend or relative smokes and

Sew Up
Christmas
.Shopping

TUESDAY — DECEMBEit 17, 1068
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Cardboard Castle Is Easy to Make for Hiliday Fun

Throughout this community, the Christmas spirit finds expression, as once again, people
are proving that this happiest of holidays is a time of traattion. A modern Christmas, just
like a good old-fashioned Christmas, calls for gatherings of family and friends, with much
merriment, fun and feasting. Gifts and Santa Claus express the mood of the mason, especially for the youngsters Trees and other decorations. music and song, light and laughter
set the scene As a Christian holy day, celebrated in church services and private devotions,
Christmas glows with the spirit of good will, and "peace and good wills is the wish and
prayer, for all mankind

Ai
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Pretty Gilt Wrappings Ian Be Saved

Community Greets
Joyful Christmas

ic

—

"Too pretty to throw away."
On Christmas Eve or
Christmas morning, as beautifully-wrapped packages are
opened, this remark is likely
to be often repeated. Though
the gift wrappings do indeed
seem "too pretty to threw
away," they must usually be
consigned to the wastebasket
After all, what can be done
with used gift wraps, once
Christmas is over?
One answer might be:
build a castle!
Save the most beautiful
and colorful of the gift wrappings, find some laundry
cardboards, follow a simple
plan — and the result Is a
cardboard castle
Suggested by a manufacturer of gift wrapping papers, this castle-building
plan might be a Christmasafternoon project for the
children. After the first giftsexchange excitement is over,
youngsters may appreciate a
quiet pastime, and the cardboard castle offers an extra
advantage in that it's as
much fun to take apart as it
Is to build. The castle can be
assembled and reassembled
many times.
_
Although the plan is simple, adult guidance may be
required — or at least, the
adults can pretend that it Le
so they can get in on the fun.
Scissors, a ruler and rubber cement are the only
equipment required, in addition to the gift wraps and
cardboards.
Begin by cutting 24 pieces
of cardboard, each five inches by seven inches. Cement

•
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-.KETCHES SHOW HOW TO PREPARE cardboards, cosered
sith gift wraps, for building a cardboard castle. Follow measurements, cutting slits whereser dotted lines appear. Join Type "A"
cards at right angles, occasionally inserting cards horizontally.
Type "B"cards go at top of (-mule. where slanted notches hold two
"A" cards to Moran roof. Suggested by the Norcross Design Studio,
gift wraps to each side and
trim the edges.
To make Type "A" cards,
cut one and one-quarter inch
slits in 22 of the cards Each
card should have six slits,
and the slits should be placed
as follows: one slit on each
five-inch side of the card, at
the center or two and onehalf inches from the outer
edge; two slits on each seveninch side of the card, with
each such slit placed one and
a quarter inches from the
outer edge.
For the remaining two
Type "B" cards, the slits can
be omitted on the five-inch
side. Two slits should be cut
as described on one seveninch side of the card On the

other seven-inch side, the
slits should be diagonal -placed two and a quarter
Inches from the outer edge
and cut on a slant to two and
one-eighth inch depth.
Assemble the castle by
Joining Type "A" cards at
right angles, alternating
pairs At intervals, insert
cards horizontally for an interesting, balconied effect.
Reserve two Type "A"cards
for roof.
Use Type "B" cards at top
of castle, where the slanted
notches will receive the Type
"A" roof pieces.
See illustrations accompanying this article, for
sketched plan, and photograph of completed castle
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CA R DBOA RD CASTLE, MERRILY COLORFUL GROWS from
left-o‘rr (:lirbdnta. gift wrap.. and laundry cardboards. Castle,
tise-by-iiesen inch pieces of.
pictured abuse. can be built Cr
cardboard, to which gift wrap. 1i:i c been rubber-cemented. For
direction..,
,.kriclie. at upper left. Photo courte.y "toreros*
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player of the game with George
Standout Halfback
Wilson, a halfback for the 4
PASADENA, Calif. , UPI1 —
How Many Wise Men? Answers
Johnny Mack Brown, who later Huskies.
Three wise men?
Shem, Ham and Japhet, acAlthough St. Mathew did became famous as a movie
The number of blind people
In New Testament stories
cording to the editors of The
not use the name "Magi," he cowboy, was a standout half- in the United States increases
implied
it
when
he
wrote
of
of the Nativity, only St MatNew Book of Knowledge.
beck
for Alabama against every year by more than 32.thew tells of "wise men from
Early traditions mention "wise men," for "magi" was Washington in the 1926 Rose 000, says the American Founcommonly
used
in
Palestine
Bowl and was honored as co- dation for the Blind.
the east" — and how many
varying numbers of wise
to mean "great, illustrious."
wise men followed the star
men. Twelve was the number
Today,
Nativity
scenes
Lo the manger is not stated. traditional in the Eastern
show three wise men or Magi
The tradition that there
church, while in the West, present
at the manger along
were three probably comes
mosaics and paintings showwith the shepherds, who
from St. Matthew'st deacrip- ed sometimes two, sometimes
hastened to Bethlehem on
Phone 753-1272
ton of three gifts — gold, three, four or more wise men. the night Christ was born.
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
frankincense and myrrh.
*
During the sixth century, Some historians, however.
We Have it — We Will Get It —Or It Can't He Had
Another explanation for the idea that there were
believe that the visit of the
the number three is the legthree came to be generally
Magi didn't take place until
end that the wise men symacceptea. In legends, the wise
much later — perhaps a year
bolized all humanity, in turn
men were given names: Mel- or even two years after the
represented by the races of
hior, Gasper, Baltasar.
birth of Christ

Are Many!
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Art, Too, Shows 'Illumination'
To Light Up Christmas Scene
By ANNA HANG

to preserve sacred texts
through their hand-copied,
hand-illustrated, elaborately-bound vellum manuscripts

a
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Christmas
SPECIALS
SHOP

From time to time, secular
texts — scientific treatises
for example — were also copied and illustrated.

Illumination.
The very word seems to
•
•
•
belong to Christmas, the
season of light. Like the star
Treasured
Today
that guided the wise men
Christmas illuminates the
In the preparation of illuspirit of man.
minated manuscripts, a master artist often set the style
In an artistic sense, illufor copyists and assistants to
mination has another meanfollow, since even the decoing that is also linked to
ration of an initial letter
Christmas The decoration
could be a major project
of books and manuscripts
A single letter might occuwith colorful illustrations, inpy an entire page, and a
itial letters and borders.
By Estelle Spiceland
complete scene or miniature
"lit" by gold or, occasionally,
December 10, 1968
painting might be contained
silver.
within the boundaries of, for
Like all the arts, the anIt is difficult to get the festive instance, an initial "C" or
cient art of illumination was
often employed by man in spirit enough tp want to hang up
Some manuscripts, in fact,
his efforts to capture some a Christmas wreath so soon aftportion of the wonder of er the funeral wreath in the fam- represent the work not only
Christmas, to retell and to ily, We realize that many homes 'of more than one artist but
of more than one generation. •
_picture the story of the lia-._ share thet sentiment.
cirailisti: tivity and related events
It Is even more difficult to
Today, Wuminated manu"The Annunciation," "The understand how in these days of scripts are
treasures of liNativity," "The Adoration of war, death, and grief, pecple
cous braries and museums, and
the Magi," "The Flight in
have been edified, benefitted rightly so, for throughout a
Egypt" — these and other ld
thousand years of Christian
scenes from the well-loved morally or spiritually by the Mu- history,
the art of illuminaChristmas story appear again rray Association's African dance tion
brought an extra dimene
and again in the hand-let- at the auditorium if the product- sion
of beauty to manutered, individually-Illustrat- ion was described rightly by the scripts
that are, in themed books known as illumin- staff writer.
selves, precious works of art.
ated manuscripts.
I imagine that at Belshazzars'
were generally the products Feast in Daniel, chapter 5, the
of monasteries and cathedral crowd was being just as "eat- flight. Make me a child again
schools, The first examples led" when the hand wrote on the just for tonight.
I wonder if the children of toof illumination appeared, wall, "Weighed in the balances
day who see Santas arriving by
however, centuries before the and found wanting".
birth of Christ,.
America needs no examples plane and helicopter along about
The Egyptian "Books of of heathenism If newspapers and Thanksgiving and who get so
the Dead," manuscripts in- televisions are portraying us co- many presents around their tree
tended for tomb burial to rrectly. We need missionaries, hat they appreciate none, antica
serve as guides for the deWe are so sorry that Mr. Bar. pate Christmas as we did in our
ceased in the afterworld, of- nett Montgomery has suffered an- childhood.
fer examples of gold-lit vign- other stroke. Hope he can
Then Christmas Eve was the
be out
ettes dating back to 1350 B.C.
of the hospital soon.lEct Note: long waited for occasion, and it
These "books," written on Mr. Montgomery
expiredDecem- came without advertisements. Tpapyrus scrolls, envisioned
here was no choosing from epee
ber 11).
afterlife as a continuation of
We enjoyed an old fashioned of expensively wrappedpresente
life on earth. People and animals were pictured, along sermon by the new pastor, Bro. The one toy, the peppermint stiwith decorative lettering Billy Gallimore, at New Mt. Car- ck, apple, and orange in the stockshowing swirls of gold and mel Baptist Church Sunday, The inesby the fireplace made Christsometimes silver.
Oldest member there was 90 yea- mas-the "Merry Chiistmas of
rs old Mrs. WWoughby who kee- precious m emor ies".
ps house in a trailer in the yard
Feeding the Horse%
of her daughter, Mrs. Otis Bucy.
Twelfth Night is, in SpanMr. and Mrs. Billy McCuiston
DEBBIE SWIMS AGAIN
ea; tradition, the time for hope to spend Chrietmas in our
NEW YORK tat — Debbie
giving gifts, and the tradi- Concord apartment.
Myer, triple acid medal winner
tional gift bearers are the
Gene Lovin.s' family of Dur- for the U. S. at Mexico City, will
Wise Men, who as they jourham, N. C. plan to come by air- partleipate in an international
ney each year to Bethlehem
bring gifts for good children 'Aerie to spend Christmas with swimming meet M Marseilles,
father, Otis Lovins. Her par- France, to help dedicate a new
ro feed the Wise Men's his
horses on their long pilgrim- ents, the Harry Hawkins' , are Olympic sized pool.
Mike Burton, Doug Russell
age, Spanish children fill "wintering" in Florida.
As the Yuletide season nears, and Zac Zorn, all Olympic Gold
their shoes with straw and
set them on balconies or ain- I think of the poem,"Backwards, medalists also will compete in
dow ledges
turn backwards, 0 Time in your the meet.
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Get the 8-Year Pro-Rated Picture Tube
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Other Parts and Home Service.
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Sketches Of
New Cabinet

In most of the United
States, the poinsettia is a
prised Christmas flower, In
Hawaii, however, it grows so
profusely that it is considered too common for such an
WASHINGTON (UPD — Here
important holiday. Potted orchids, anthurium or the or- are thumbnail sketches of the
• ange-and-blue flower called members of President-elect Ric"bird of paradise" are Ha- chard M. Nixon's cabinet:
waiian holiday favorites.
Secretary a State: William
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5-Osity
a Sun god
7-Chemical
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9-Prefis not
10-Chemical
compound
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15 Printer's
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21-Shreds
22-Stroll*
23-Timid
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25-Preposition
26-Pronoun
211-Seed container
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not*
33-Alcoholic
beverage
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34-Unusual
35-Crimson
37 Roadside
restaurants
38-Stalk
39 Part of hooter
40-Mietake
41-Baby's napkin
43.111abytoman deity

44 Remunerates
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TUESDAY — DECEMBER 17, 1968
P. Rogers, 55—attorney general of Nebraska chancellor; raised LSTABLISHING CRIB
is
and Roman style
evident
ffinvitGrew
A common treatment for
during the second tearm of the on a farm near Knightstovrn,
in the early illuminated manJust as the celebration of
a
on
Though
college
legend
says
attended
that
and
the Christian era. convulsive coughing was to eat
uscripts
of
Eisenhower
Administra- Ind.,
Christmas
gathered together
§t. Francis of As.sisi first inThis gradually gave way to preserved walnuts, according
tion; long-time close friend and 4-H schoiarahip; joined the fah..
the Christmas crib many customs and rituals of
the decorative, abstract By- to John Wesley's "Private Phyconfidant of Nixon, senior part- uLty at Chicago St:e Univers ttrOduced
earlier
holidays, so too the
In the 13th century, history
sician."
zantine
style.
ner, Washington-New York law sky in 1944; went to Nebraska
• • •
records that the first manger monastery artists drew upon
With
the
approach
of
the
firm of Ftoyall, Koegel, Rogers in 1954.
scene was created by Pope techniques evolved by preCanners in Alaska complain
natural,
Renaissance,
more
and Wells, little experience in
Christian craftsmen.
Liberius in 354 AD.
realistic techniques came in- the brown bear consumes 30
Influence of classic Greek
foreign affairs, youthful-lookto use, in illumination as in per cent of the salmon run in
ing and sophisticated; he and
some streams.
other forms of art.
• • •
his wife--also a lawyer—have
• • •
four grown children.
The original seed for sea isPuerto Rico is the fourth
Defense Secretary: Rep. Mellargest Caribbean island, top- land cotton, made famous in
vin R. Laird of Wisconsin, 46ped by Cuba, Jamaica and His- Georgia and South Carolina.
More and more, Santa beconsummate pJlitician who biult
panola (the Dominican RePub- came from Anguilla, West Ina vast store of kn:wledge abuut comes the favored gift-givdies.
lic and Haiti).
the Pentagon's workings durieg er in countries around the
host
of
a
replacing
world,
16 years in the House; a bald"Mk
ing, youthful-looking; advised legendary figures who were
The Best In Service . . . Rest of Gasoline" from
at
this
bring
gifts
to
said
Nixon on defense and Vietnam
same
season
of
the
year.
during the campaign; chairman
Gift-giving time, too, is
of the House Republican ConAcross from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
ference caucus; originally a now more likely to be Christmas Eve, although the traMax McCuiston • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
"hawk" on Vietnam.
European
Er
Treasury Secretary: David M. ditional date in
ranged from
Kennedy, 63 board chairman of countries once
St. Nicholas Eve, December
Continental Illinois National
5th, to Epiphany Eve, JanuBank and Trust Co., Chicago; ary 5th.
former lawyer; a Marmon; rose
Among the many who set
in Federal Reserve System to
the trend for Santa Claus is
special assistant to former
the German gift-giver, Kris
chairman Marriner Eccles; as- Kringle. The name is a varisistant to former Treasury Sec- ation of Christkind—not the
retary George Humphrey in Infant Jesus himself, but his
Eisenhower administration; pri- messenger who came to earth
vate banking serves in 30 civic at Christmastime.
and service groups.
Christkind was representAttorney General — John N. ed by a child dressed in white
Mitchell, 55—Nixon law partner robes, with a crown and wings
and his presidential campaign of gold.
manager this year; Nixon conIn Japan, the traditional
siders him tough-minded, analy- gift-giver is a native god,
tical; one of his junior officers Hotelosho. Represented as a
in World War II as a torpedo kindly old man with a pack
boat commander was John F. on his back, he is much like
Kennedy; made- a reputation as visions of the traditional
• legal specialist in state and Santa.
municipal bonds.
He is said to have eyes inSecretary of Health, Educa- the back of his head, the
tion and Welfare: Robert H.. better to see whether boys
Finch, 43—Nixon friend; lieu- and girls have been naughty
tenant governor of California; or nice.
managed Nixon's 1960 bid for
In Yugoslavia, Grandfaththe presidency, and was a key er Frost — -Dede Mraz" —
campaign adviser this ye.ar; replaces Santa Claus.
tall, ruggedly handsome former
The Yugoslavian trend is
Marine; outpolled Gov. Ronald to combine Christmas and
Reagan and every other Repub- New Year holidays, and celelican in a partisan race in 1966. brate them together with
Secretary of Housing and Ur- Grandfather Frost Day.
ban Development: George Rom.40040m.
ney, 61—Governor of Michigan;
ahorttime aspirant for GOP "MF:LE KALIKIMAKA"
THE SATURN 5 rocket steams a bit at Cape Kennedy during
Wishing "Mele Kalikimapresidential
nomination this
fueling teat for the Moonbound Apollo 8 launch Dec. 21.
year; vigorous, white-haired ne- ka' is the traditional way to
The rocket takes 980,000 gallons of kerosene, liquid oxygen
Murray, Kentucky
it:ler drinks nor smokes; a Mor- say, '"Merry Christmas" in
208 East Main Street
and Mind hydrogen
man; succeeded in bailing both Hawaiian.
American Motors Corp., of
which he was president, and the
state of Michigan out of financial trouble.
IF CHRI5TMA5 COMES AND 4/00
IS IT
HALLOWEEN
Labor Secretary: George P.
14ALLOWEEN
15 OVER
Shultz, 48—dean of graduate
DONT TELL ME, I'M GOING
business school, University of
71-0 HATE YOU f
YET ?
Chicago; seasoned arbitrator
Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations, apposes government
intervention in labor disputes.
Transportation Secretary —
John A Volpe, 60—Massachuseta' governor; rose from hod
carrier to wealthy construction
contractor; son of Italian immigrants; tapped by a former
president Eisenhower to be first
federal highway administrator
anCy
in 1956; reform-minded governor; once was considered as
Nixon's vice presidential run—.F.
ning mate.
TEE HEE --.C--EuInterior Secretary: Walter J.
OH, ROLLO--- LOO(
I THINK HE'S
Hickel, 49—Alaska governor;
JEALOUS
WHAT
Anchorage hotel owner and contractor, Nixon's co-chairman for
the western states, which went
heavily for the president-elect,
former Golden Gloves boxing
champion in his native Kansas;
ass
father of five sons.
Commerce Secretary: MauSLUGGO

Santa's Moving
To Take Lead
As Gift-Giver
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SANTA SPECIAL!
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LEDGER

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a professional man who is presently
married to the woman who was my secretary for several
— years She is my second wife.
We have been married for 6 years and have two small
children. II also have older children by my first wife.]
My proSlem . My wife is ',restless" and wants to go back to
• work—in MY office and I don't want her there.
She has all kinds of arguments on her side She knows my
business, was an excellent secretary and we have help at home
so she wouldn't be neglecting the children
She says she misses the "excitement" of the business world.
If I raise any objections she gets suspicious I have no
ulterior motives She doesn't need the money, could find other
ways of keeping busy, and I simply do not want her in my
office.
Now, Dear Abby, if you can tell me how I can keep her out,
peacefully, you are a genius Or am I wrong?
•
NO GENIUS, I

St

DEAR NO GENIUS: I'm so genius either, but I'll try. Ten
your wife that you took her oat of your office and made her
die lady of your house because that's where you wanted her
Is be. Abe its unfair for a woman who doesn't need the money
tMl the Joh from maseme who does. f Tell her with bee
abilities she ea. occupy herself coastractively hi volunteer
work. I And flimsily tell her that if she still misses the
"eicitesnewt" of the business world after the children are in
Ridr teem. ysull receasider. But right now, the word from
here is no.
DEAR ABBY. Can you get pregnant from a kiss?
PENNY

:S

DEAR PENNY: No, but its a good beginning

•

DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year-old girl with average looks,
but people say I have a good personality I date some, but I'm
not wildly popular. Anyway, I am tired of rassling around in a
car after a date with a guy. I can't figure out what makes a
boy think I am that kind of girl.
My girl friends tell me they have the same problem. How
SANDY
does a girl get a boy to respect her?

by Charles M. Schulz

by Ernie Bushrniller

sLuGao pip

k.

)
C Reittel
c) LOVES c)

I'

c)Naney

rice Stans, 60—New York investment banker; exhibited conservative views and attention
to detail; Eisenhower's budget
director; fund-raiser for Nixon
campaign
accomplished
big
game hunter
Postmaster General: Winton
M. B1ourrt-4T=president of the
U. S Chamber of Commerce and
head of multi-million-dollar construction firm in Montgomery,
Ala.; led volunteers for NixonLodge in eight southeastern
states in 1960; called publicly
for law and order in the south
when 1964 civil rights act was
passed.
Agriculture Secretary. Clifford M. Hardin, 53—suave, coolheaded six-footer with gray hair
who favors pipes; University
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Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
WELL, THEY PHONED NOT
MORE THAN AN HOUR AGO.
OUR LITTLE THIEF MUST
HAVE SEEN ALERTED
WHEN SHE
SAW YOU

THIS OFPiCE IS THE ONLY
PLACE WHERE tAYRNA CAN
CASH IN THE STOCK CERTIFICATE.
I LEFT WOK) THAT
IF SHE SHOULD
APPEAR, THEY
WERE 70 CALL ME " .T
INSTANT44.,

How LONG MUST I WArr?2
THE TRANSACTION IS A SIMPLE
ONE. YOU TAKE MY CERTIFICATE
AND GIVE ME MY MONEY,'

HERE IN

r

PARIS.'

1114. U
Vw•ed hoar. 5,41.4.•••
,0410

by Al

Lil' Abner

DEAR ABBY . I have one child, Denny. He has been
• married for 4 years and has two children. Every Christmas
Denny and his wife go to her mother's for Ctiristmas. HER
mother has four children and I don't think this is fair
Isn't Denny's mother-in-law selfish to expect her daughter
to come and spend every Christmas with her' I know that
Denny would like to spend Christmas with us once in a while
DENNY'S MOTHER

▪
BP

A

II

V.••• U 4 leo 00
0 ,0/10 14, Um.. hr.*. i,,aa.. i.. NC.-17-

DEAR SANDY: Some boys will try anything just to see
hew far they can get. Girls gain the respect of boys by making
It plain that they will not be talked Into lot out oil anything.

ibe
on

PA

SAFER !!-REMEMBER
WHAT HIS
MOTHER
HAD IN HER
ARMS- A

LIGHT

ONTH'
CHEESE
WE'LL BE BACK
AN'
TONIGHT—WIT'
HEAVY
YER HERO
0471-1'
SAtiGWIDGE!!
ONIONS—

DEAR MOTHER: Children who want to be "fair"—altermini, each year. But deal be so quick to blame Denny's
mother-la-law. She oaly extends the invitations. It's Denny and
his wife who accept them.

MACHINE
GUN!!

TH# POIFIECT
HIDEOUT. EVERY
COP IN TI-11
WOILD WANTS
BANANAS,BUT
WHO WANTS
THAT CRUMMY
STATCHOO?

Capp

la:its/UST WANT THAT
STATUE BAD, IF14E: IS
WILLIN'10 Pkit-AMILLION
FORM!' j

g
Everybody has • problem. What's years? For a personal
✓optywells M Abby. La MIR, Lao Angeles, Cal.. SOON nod
meMee a damped. solladAremed envelope.

R 3

FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET, "HOW TO HAVE A LOVELY
WEDDING." SEND SIN TO ABBY, BOX MM, LOB
ANGELES. CAL.. MM.
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•
ITS "NEWS" like this from
Mianii Bradt that makes the
not thern climes tougher at
this time of year. The beachbaiter ia Francine Rubin
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How Colorful Christmas Can Be,When You Give
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